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Pnnctpal Carlton Allen presents Mrs. Empson a " friend of education ·• award from USD 436 
Rep. Empson is graduation speaker 
Ctndy Empson, who represents Caney 
1n the Kansas House of Representatives, 
was the keynote speaker for graduation 
ceremon1es at CVHS . 
Rep. Empson has completed her first 
year as a legislator She resides in In· 
dependence, where her husband, Dr. 
Charles Empson, 1s a physician. 
A graduate of the Masttn School of Nur-
smg 1n Mobile, Ala., Mrs. Empson has 
worked for many years as a registered 
nurse. She has also been on the In-
dependence Board of Education, as a 
representative to the Tri-County Spec1al 
Education Cooperative, and has been a 
votmg delegate to the Kansas Associat1on 
of School Boards State Convention. 
Her commencement address top1c was 
" The Rest of Your Life." 
" Learn from today's mistakes-don't 
wallow 1n them, and make today's dreams 
mto tomorrow's accomplishments," Rep. 
Empson advised. " Take your t1me. Don't 
let anyone rush you into makmg a deci-
Sion which will affect you for the rest of 
your hfe. Take the t1me to understand the 
present before worrymg about what 
you' re going to do 1n the future. Be hap-
py and enJoy what you 're doing . That's 
the key to successful living," she stated . 
She also admon1shed the graduates 
not to feel as 1f they are through learning. 
" Up unt1l now your lives have been a 
series of begmnmgs- but today you 
begm mak1ng decisions and takmg alter-
native routes tn your lives." she noted. 
~ 
T 
In an assembly of h1gh school teachers , 
on the last day of school, Mrs Empson 
was presented a spec1al '' friend of educa-
tion " plaque by Principal Carlton Allen. 
It was a surprise to Mrs. Empson. 
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e ultimate honor 
The last hurrah . .. 
(It's over! The end of the graduation program.) 
BACCALAUREATE AND 
COMMENCEMENT 
Sunday, May 17, 1987 
Caney Valley High School Gymnasium 
"Pomp and Circumstance" .............. Edward Elgar 
Band 
Invocation . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ...... Tom Barton 
Church of Christ, Independence, Kansas 
Meditation . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. Leonard Black 
Church of Christ, Caney, Kansas 
Presentation of Salutatorian . . . .... Harold E. Howard 
Superintendent 
Craig Allen Dobsch 
Salutatorian 
"Friends" . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Smith/Emerson 
"My Wish For You" . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Carter 
CVHS Chorus 
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. . earning a diploma 
They finish 
Valedictorian ed at the ton 
s, and Cra; 0 ,., •• • (from left) , 
g obsch (right) ' Bill Cullins 
Presentation of Valedictorians . . . . . Harold E. Howard 
Supenntendent 
Christopher Harrison Carter 
Frederick William Cullins 
Valedictorians 
IntroductiOn of Commencement Speaker Carlton G. Allen 
Principal 
Commencement Address . . . . . . . . . . . . Cindy Empson 
Kansas State House of Representatives, 8th District 
" The Rest Of Your Life" 
salutatorian and Chris Carte 
. r, CO-
Presentation of Class . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. Carlton G. Allen 
Principal 
Acceptance of Class .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . A.F. Dyer 
Board President 
Presentation of Diplomas . . . . ... School Board Members 
Gene Nunneley, Ameha Orcutt, Merntt W1lliams 
BenediCtion . . . . . . . . . Rev. Archie Harlow 
Trinity Lutheran, Caney, Kansas 
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Left to Right: Justin Rolls (Crown Bearer), Greg Kelley, Les Moore, Cammie Chism, Brad 
Bush, Tammy Hudson, Ray Blasi, Gina Carey, Mark Coots, Sonja Price, Charlene Spellins, 
and Crystal Rau (Flower Girl) 
TAMMY HUDSON 
On the night of Oct. 10, senior Gina 
Carey was crowned homecoming foot-
ball queen. Her court consisted of Son-
ja Price, escorted by Mark Coots, Cam-
mie Chism, escorted by Les Moore; and 
Tammy Hudson, escorted by Brad Bush. 
Gina's escort was Ray Blasi. 
The crown and flower bearers were 
Krystal Rau, escorted by Greg Kelley, 
and Justin Rolls, escorted by Charlene 
Spellins. 
Drivers were Brian Anderson, Brian 
Boyer, and Bill Cullins 
The theme for the coronation was 
''This Is The ~ and the throne 
backdrop consisted of blue and silver 
hearts with candidates' names printed 
in Qlitter. The backdrop was red, and 
cha1rs were covered in blue carpeting. 
CAMMIE CHISM SONJA PRICE 
The homecoming dance followed the 
Caney-Fredonia game, and the deejay 
was Les Moore. 
Homecoming festivities were spon-
sored by the cheerleaders. 
Gina is active in many high school ac-
tivities. She is head cheerleader and 
editor of the Kane-Kan. 
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Playmakers host 
elaborate dance 
Once again the Playmakers put on their annual dress-
up occassion, the Snowball. The colors of the decora-
tions were red and black, and hanging from the ceihng 
were giant snowflakes made of paper. Refreshments 
of punch and cookies were served by the jun1or h1gh 
cheerleaders. Group pictures were taken by Doyal 's 
studio of Independence. DJ's were Les Moore and Dale 
Grayum. Daren Freisberg and Cammie Chism were 
chosen king and queen 
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Cheryle 
lhas it all' 
at the 1987 
Winter Sports 
Homecoming! 
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Cheryle Sanders reigned on the 
night of February 6, 1987, when she 
was crowned 1987 Winter Sports 
Homecommg Queen Cheryle was 
escorted by Senror basketball player 
Brian Anderson. Her court was 
Denise Bale, escorted by J.R. 
Williams; Tracy Powell, escorted by 
Brad Bush; Sonja Price, escorted by 
Greg Kelley; and Tammy Hudson, 
escorted by Ray Blasi. 
The crown bearer was David 
Dryer, escorted by Gina Carey, and 
the flower girl was Krista Kastler, 
escorted by Craig Dobsch. 
"You Got It All" was the theme 
and the throne was red with a 
keyboard on it. Black notes floated 
about the throne with the girls' 
names on them in red. 
- -
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Todd, Tammy are chosen 
yearbook royalty f-or '87 edition 
It was Tammy Hudson's job to sell yearbooks and 
to keep track of the money received for them. She 
also had her share of pages to design and paste up. 
Tammy was always ready to do extra typing for staf-
fers or to gather copy for pages. She plans to attend 
Coffeyville Community College where she will be one 
of the cheerleaders. Her extra hard work earned her 
the title of "queen", an honor given her by other 
staffers. 
Pictures are the foundation of any yearbook, and 
the photographer is the person who usually has a 
big load of work to carry in getting the publication 
to press. This was true this year, and Todd Ander-
son is the photographer who did much extra work 
for the Kane-Kan, thus earning him the title "king" 
as bestowed on him by the rest of the staff. Todd 
not only took yearbook photos, he handled the job 
for the school newspaper and also took the team pic-
tures for the fall and winter sports programs. Todd 
plans to attend an area junior college in the fall. 
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Dwaine Hodges, Kristi Johnson, Brian Anderson , Shawn Hueston, 
Julie Ae1tz and Todd Anderson 
FHA, FFA sponsor annual 
Sweetheart Dance 
An annual event, the Sweetheart Dance, was held February 13 
in the school cafeteria. Members of the Future Homemakers of 
America and of the Future Farmers of America and their guests 
enjoyed dance. 
Highlight of the events was the announcement of the king and 
queen, senior Brian Anderson and junior Shawn Hueston. The FHA 
choose king candidates, and the FFA selects queen candidates. 
Shawn also earns the title of FFA Chapter Sweetheart. Compris-
ing the court of Brian and Shawn were Dwaine Hodges and Kristi 
Johnson and Todd Anderson and Julie Reitz. 
Music was provided by deejays Tim Kolb and Todd Anderson. 
Refreshments of cookies, pop, chips and dip were served. 
FHA sponsor is Mrs. Pam Busch and president of the group is 
Cheryle Sanders. Brian Anderson leads the FFA, and the spon-
sor is John Brooks. 
0~ 0\..:21 
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NEW INITIATES in the Na-
tional Honor Soc1ety th1s year 
were: front row, from left, Cra1g 
Dobsch , Kelly Fields, Jamie 
Evenson, Ernie Fields, and Ray 
Blasi. Back row, from left, Julie 
Re1tz. Karla Babcock, Beth 
England, Charlene Spellins, Lori 
Gaff, Came Newby, Jean Pfalser 
and Sherry Watts 
National Honor Society initiates new members 
New members of the Nat1onal Honor Society were initiated 
in an assembly for the sen1or h1gh school at the end of school. 
The new NHS members represent the highest in academic 
standing, as well as service, leadership and character traits 
ln1t1ates were escorted to the auditorium stage where they 
placed their names 1n the orgamzat1on 's membership roll. 
Mrs. Susan Johnson, sponsor, and current society members 
hosted a recept1on following the ceremony for new members 
and the1r parents . 
Six are named KU scholars 
S1x CVHS seniors were named KU honor 
students this year, a recognition from the Kan-
sas University Honors Program. The selected 
seniors represent the academic top 10 percent 
of the1r class. Montgomery county honorees 
were mvited to the Coffeyville College Student 
Union for a dinner and program, and each 
was given a dictionary to take to college next 
year. The University, through the county 
chapters of its alumni association, sponsors 
the honors program each year. 




Cullins, Ray Blasi, 
and Ron Stewart 
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Jody Baker and David Barnes, nmth graders, are put-
ling forth a team effort to sew. 
Teacher Mrs Pam Busch g1ves Sean Mcintosh, ninth 
grade, h1s mstruct1ons for class 
From left Dustm Phillips, Jody Baker, Bron Williams, 
Sean Mcintosh and Dav1d Barnes, all ninth graders, model 
the1r aprons. 
Sew what's new? 
Watch out, girls! Here comes the new generation of "seamsters. " 
As you can see, more and more guys are taking classes traditional-
ly taken by girls. They are taking sewing and later on in the year, 
cooking. This is the Home Ec boys' motto: "A stitch in time saves 
nine." 
Mark Coots, Senior, says, "See what you can do if you're the 
only boy in Home Ec II!" 
Joe Henderson, ninth grade, Bryan Allen, n1nth, R1ck Clark, Semor, John Chubb, 
nmth, watch Alan Coots, tenth as he works a latch hook pattern 
Feature layout and 
Photos by Cheryl Miller 
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Something's Afoot. .. 
They may be pointy-toed, but they're high style at 
CVHS. Junior Andy Allen thinks those black ones look 
like something you'd wear back in the 1800's. Some 
are black and some are pink. They're kind of cute, 
don't you think? Others have high heels, but most have 
low, some say that's the way to go. A lot of the shoes 
have holes and funny looking soles. 
Dustin Phillips, ninth grade ... seven, eight, nine. 
Five CVHS girls show-off their " granny shoes" of all colors. From front to back: 
Heather Stritzke, eighth grade; Aichelle Wagner, seventh; Sonja Galvin, eighth; 
Christina Hannigan, ninth; and Monica Dewey, senior. 
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It's about time the students get vending machines in the halls. Pat 
Phillips shows his perfection of sneaking in the lounge to get a pop. 
Feature layout by Tammy Hudson 
Photos by Tammy Hudson and Gina Carey 
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That ... 
the students are provided 
with vending machines. The 
teachers can go into the lounge 
and have a pop and snack dur-
ing their break, but we don't even 
get a break. The school should 
supply vending machines for 
students during lunch, before and 
after school .... And as for the 
weight room, how would you like 
to move the mats and weights 
from room to room? That's what 
Mr. Newby's P.E. classes do dur-
ing dead week...... The parking 
situation is still a big mess. We 
have all kinds of places to park 
but we have to park on the hill so 
that "when" we have visitors 
they can park down in front. So 
what should we do? Tune in next 
year to see if anything is done. 
If not, use the camera to gripe, 
complain, beg, pout and 
whatever else works. 
Sean Mcintosh, Lance Keene and Shawn McConnell move weights. 
Dwaine Hodges decides he wants a promised parking space. 
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We See Your 
Feature layout and photos 
by Monica Dewey 
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True Colors! 
CVHS students have shown the1r TRUE COLORS m many ways this year, 
from making a grade to le1sure. 
1. Shane Bowman shyly displays his art work. 
2. Jason White exhibits his TRUE COLORS. 
3. Louis Dean and Eric Weller must be thinkmg of the same thing! 
4. Heath James and Scott Meyers are dumbfounded by the Sight of a camera 
5. Karen Bogie takes a silent break from the pressure of her busy day 
6. Bill Cullins, Chris Carter, and Nat Freisberg show off the1r buddy, Felix 
the Cat 
7 Chelle Caton and Lori Thompson show their buddy, Felix, in his fur coat. 
8 Kevin Mcintosh and Dean Campbell finally do some work m 6th hour 
art class, unfortunately they were only posing' 
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Talented people 
who excite us 
VInnie 
David, Allen 
CVHS is full of talented people, but there are some who like to show it by performing 
in the Playmakers talent show. 
From David Hawthorne and Allen Hoard with their winning number ... 
To Tammie Powell and her heart-warming lyrics ... 
To Brian Boyer and Nat Freisberg as one-half of their barber shop quartet. (Chris and 
Ron Eden comprised the other half). 
Feature Layout by David Tucker 
Photos by David Tucker and Todd Anderson Brian, Nat 
Tammie 
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-Excited by weightraining 
To some fourth is just another class, but to some it is a time of sweat and pain. These are the students 
of the only weightraining class in Caney v~u .. y High School. 
There are all types in this class, from the ones 
who work but are always ready to clean up, like 
Ray Blasi ... to the ones who are busy working like John Dryer, 
but not too busy for the camera ... 
to the girls who are determined to show up the boys, like Tracey Powell squating with Rhonda Cox 
spotting. 
All in all, they are out to do their very best. 
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MOST TALENTED: Pam Ernest and Ron Eden 
~ 
0~ 
Feature Layout by Gma Carey 
Photos by Doug Jensen 
BEST PERSONALITY: Brian Anderson and Chery/e Sanders 
MOST INTELLIGENT: Karla Babcock and Bill Cullins 
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MOST A THLET/C: Cammie Chism and Ray Blasi 
MOST SPIRITED: Brian Anderson and Gina Carey 
CUTEST GRIN: 
MOST LIKELY TO SUCCEED: Lori Thompson and Bill Cullins Krystal Walls and Nat Freisberg 
BEST COUPLE: BEST LOOKING: BEST DRESSED: 
Cory Barton and Krystal Walls Pat Phillips and Gina Carey Sonja Price and Brian Boyer 
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Feature layout and Photos 
by Eric Munday 
Above· Secretary Pam Ernest and 
Karla Babcock pose for the 
camera 
Above Right: Brian Boyer, Daren 
Fre1sberg, Todd Anderson and Pat 
Phillips show that there's no evil in 
Caney. 
Right: Sherry Littlepage and Kathi 
Jones were not members this year, 
but by the time they're Seniors 
they will be leaders of the Hall 
Walkers 
The Hal/walkers Society of America is a new 
club that just got started stong this year. 
This year its members upheld its 
constitution. 
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Above: Shannon Carter looks into the seat behind her with a very dif-
ferent and strange look. Above right: Johnny Robertson, you're lucky 
that that's only sunflower seeds and not something else or you'd be 
in big trouble . Rtght: Lewis Dean gets caught, as usual, but looks real 
innocent. 
As you can see the bus is fun and some 
strange things do happen. Riding the 
bus is not that big of a drag. It can ex-
cite you. 
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Some of the best 
in the parking lot 
This 1986 Camaro has a 327 
motor backed up a Powerglide 
transmissiOn and features Cor-
vette bronze paint and BF 
Goodrich radial TA tires 
mounted on original rally 
wheels. This owned by senior 
Steve Shafer. 
Many students work to own 
their own vehicles, as shown 
here, it is true of CVHS. 
Chelle Caton 's Mustang 1s one of the cleanest cars around and features white 
paint with a red pinstripe and red interior. 
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Zack Stans1fer's 4-wheel 
drive Ford Pickup IS 
powered by a 460 and 
the black paint is set off 
by chrome wheels and 
running boards. 
Billy 's bnght red 
carpet 1s accented by the 
diamond tuck seats and 
the interior is topped off 
by diamond tuck bright 
red head lmer. 
Bruce Hodges, Senior, is interested in the 
new automotive books just added to the 
CVHS Library. 
Billy Thornton 's Carmine Red 
66 Chevelle has a super sport 
hood, is set off by the chrome 
spoke mags and is powered by 
a 283 backed up by a Muncie 
4-speed transmission. It's a 
real head turner. 
Feature layout and photos 
by Steve Shafer 
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Excitement through words, and music. 
Resolved: That the 
CVHS debate squad 
host a successful 
tournament. 
The result was an affirmative decision! 
Caney debaters hosted a tournament on Oct. 25, which was won 
by Girard. Sixteen schools participated, providing a lively field of con-
testants. Judges were citizens of the community. Students debated 
the national question, Resolved: That the federal government should 
implement a comprehensive long-term agricultural policy in the United 
States. 
The Caney squad helped in the hospitality room, the tabulations 
room, at the judges' desk and information desk. 
Coach Kathy Faulkenberry was assisted by Debbie Butte/. 
Will Kahre, standing, talks to David Stewart and John 
Staton. These boys were in charge of the judging table . 
Bridget Lavelle, Elaine Brophy, Anna Freisberg and Com-
puter teacher Gary Baldridge take in a busy day at the 
debate tournament. They were in charge of the tabulation 
room. 
Debate coach Mrs. Kathy Faulkenberry talks to her 
assistant, Debbie Butte!, about typing the results of the 
debate tournament held at Caney. 
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Junior high band 
marches at 
Neewollah parade 
The 1987 Junior high band went to the Neewolah 
kiddie parade held in Independence. The band 
wore the old high school uniforms, which made 
them look and sound great. The junior high band 
director is Steve Gordon. The musicians played 
a patriotic number, "Miss Liberty March" and 
"Fight Song" as they marched down Penn 
Avenue. Feature layout by Jane George 
Junior high band members Kelly Mcintosh, Matt Bycroft, Ryan Karjala and Nathan 
Mellen take it easy after marching the Neewollah parade. 
Band Director Steve Gordon waits for the junior high 
band members to get on the bus while his son Mat-
thew Gordon. dressed as a rabbit, stares at the 
camera. 
Richard Barringer plays his trumpet in the Neewollall parade. 
T I 
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The new Junior high drum major for this )ear is Heather McBnde. 
Heather is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Ed McBride. 
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You're never too old 
to visit the FF A Xiddie Barn 
The Kiddie Barn is a popular feature of 
the annual Future Farmers of Amenca 
Week. This year, as always, students 
m grades K-3 from Lincoln Elementary 
School came to see the animals, but 
the older kids enjoyed it too. 
(Below) An unhappy Hereford gets 
some attention from Joe Adams as 
some visiting grade school children 
look on. 
(Above) Tim Kolb and Matt Smith play 
with kids during a break. 
(Bottom left) Brett Anderson enjoys 
watching senior Mark Coots hold a kid 
for some visiting children. 
(Above) Allen Hoard and " Smokey," a 
grey baby rabbit, take time to pose for 
the camera. 
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Feature layout and photos 
by Lynn Milliken (f!7m Jlloml) 
Many students are lookmg for 
someone to date, spend Friday 
and Saturday evenings with . 
Krystal and Cory Barton (upper 
left) found that spec1al so-
meone forever. They were 
marned m the fall of the 
1986-87 school year. 
Marcy Reddmg and Dav1d 
Stewart (lower left) enJOY a 
basketball game together. 
Gene Mellen and K1m Hait 
(below) sneak m some t1me 
between classes JUSt outside 
the front door 
• 
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Your senior year . 
The question is: What do you want to do with.in 
the next five years? 
Gina Carey 
I plan to attend a four-
year college and major 
in elementary educa-
tion. This summer I 
hope to go to 
Dynamics 
Cheerleading Associa-
tion Camp and be a 
staff member. There 
are camps in 22 
states, and I think hav-
ing this kind of job will 
be a great experience 
before college starts. 
Cheryle 
Sanders 
I plan to attend Ozark 
Christian College, ma-
jor in education and 
minor in psychology. I 
will receive my 
teaching certificate 
from either Pittsburg 




First, I want to take a deep 
breath and leave the past 
behind as far as high school is 
concerned. I would like to go 
to Coffeyville Community Col-
lege for two years, then on to 
Pittsburg State, getting a 
business degree and hopefully 
ending up with Kristi through it 
all. 
Caney Valley Historical Society 
• . ti•••e to get it 
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Ron Eden 
I want to graduate from Ozark 
Christ1an College, start a youth 
mm1stry of my own and, 
hopefully, have a w1fe and 
kids. And, of course, I want to 
live happily ever after. 
Sonja Price 
I plan to attend Pittsburg State 
University and major in 
elementary teaching. I like to 
work with kids, so I feel I'm 
moving into a good field. Also 
I plan on getting a job there. 
Terasa Hodge 
I want to go to either Cof-
feyville or Independence Col-
lege and earn a degree in 
business. 
Feature layout 
by Dwatne Hodges 













Kneeling at left; Julie Reitz, President. Standing behind her is 
Shawn Hueston, Secretary. In the middle IS Bill Denny, Stuco; 
to Bill's left is Robbie Mason, Vice-President and kneeling 1n 
front of him is Kendra Russell, Treasurer. 
Paula Allen Brett Anderson 
















Anne Dean Bill Denny 
Jamie Evenson Ernie Fields 
Lori Gaff Kerry Gorby 
Kenneth Hawthorne Sonya Hodges 
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Shawn Hueston Knst1 Johnson 
Jennifer Love Brenda Mantooth 
Vinnie Naccarato Carrie Newby 






























Troy Van Manen 
Brett Anderson , Junior, 
recuperates after a hard 
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Jun1or Cheryl Miller types copy for the 
Bullpup Observer in newspaper class. 
Robert Riggs and Kyla Scimeca, Juniors. A 




Jun1ors Vinnie Naccarato 
and Kenneth Hawthorne 
show their talent by 
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Michael Allen Donna Ayres 




Ginger Fichtl - Stuco 
Yvonne Stephney - V1ce 
President 
Andy Taylor - President 
Ginger Nunneley- Treasurer 
Krista Bycroft - Secretary 
Tammy Anderson Jared Bogle 
I 
Tina Bonner Shane Bowman 
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Elaine Brophy Tammy Brown Randy Brown Krista Bycroft 
Nikki Cain Dean Campbell Shannon Carter Ronn1e Clark 
Michelle Crisp Jason Crowe Anna Freisberg Gmger Fichtl 
Gina Gurley Alycia Hamilton Julie Hadley David Hawthorne 
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Jay Henderson Robbie Hindle Allen Hoard Emily Hollandsworth 
Charlie Hudson Monica Hueston Sue Jay Heath James 
Angel Johnson Starla Jones Will Kahre Tracy Levan 
N1ta Long Sonya McConnell Craig McGee Kevin Mcintosh 
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Doug Mellen Gene Mellen Judy Melton Ginger Nunneley 
Chelsea Powell Tammie Powell Becky Rathbun Lore Rawlins 
Marcie Redding Shawn Ailey Shawn Ritter Johnny Robertson 
Stacey Robertson Ryan Robinson Lon Roper Chelli Sanders 
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Julie Schow Missy Shafer 
Roger Smith Becky Stansifer 
Dav1d Stewart Andy Taylor 
















Sitting at left 1s Kelsey Robbins, 
Treasurer. Behind Kelsey 1s Sherri 
Hockett, Secretary. Beside Sherri is 
Melissa Denny, President and beside 
Melissa is Melanie Metsker, 
Vice-President. 
Above left, freshman Darren 
Brake gets ready for another 
day of typing. 
Above nght, from left, Lisa 
Murphy, Christy Sanders and 
Meg Rogers relax on the 
stage in the gym during sixth 
hour P.E. class. 
From left, Freshmen girls 
Christina Hannigan, Gina 
Fox, Wendy Price, Sandra 
Perry, and Kathi Jones pose 
for the Kane-Kan camera. 
~0 
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Joe Adams Bryan Allen James Allen Justin Atkmson 
Jody Baker David Barnes Darren Brake Heather Haughn 
Shanna Haughn Joe Henderson Sherry Hockett LaVern Hodges 
M1ke Hodges Chad Holtzman Rebecca Jackson Kathi Jones 
~(' 
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Sarah Knedlik Sherri Littlepage Bridget Lavelle Chris Burch 
Debra Burkart Stephanie Butler John Chubb Kevm Clark 
Alan Coots Corbin Cowan Lewis Dean Melissa Denny 
Justin Ernest Gina Fox Tanya Graham Gen Grayum 
<P(i9 
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K1m Hait 
Craig Lumley 








Christina Hannigan Patrick Long 
Erick McConnell Shahn McConnell 
Melanie Metsker Todd Millemon 
K1moerly Nelson J.D. Nunneley 



















Shane Price Wendy Price 
J.D. Stephney Billie Sunday 
Freshman Christy Sanders watches 
Jenmfer Halligan also a Freshman, 
h1t the "Big Bertha Ball" over the net 
during sixth hour P.E. class. 
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CVHS students in the news 
Jamie earns visit 
to Air Force Academy 
Jam1e Evenson JUnior, was selected to 
attend the Summer Scientific Seminar at 
the Umted States A1r Force Academy in 
Colorado Spnngs Only about 500 par-
tiCipants are chosen nationwide for the ses-
Sions, so it IS a d1stinct honor for Jamie to 
attend 
During the summer, students become a 
part of the academy for one week, living in 
a dorm , eating in the dmmg hall , attending 
class and part1c1pating 1n campus act1v1t1es. 
Jamie receives information about his award 
from Ed Lynch. director of gwdance at the 
Area Vo- Tech School tn Coffeyville and a 




Agam th1s year, students at CVHS aid-
ed 1n the spnng v1sit of the Red Cross 
Bloodmobile to Caney. And students over 
the age of 17 could be a donor, and a 
number of students gave blood. 
Several students helped unload equip-
ment, and typmg students aided in filling 
out forms for donors. Members of the 
journalism classes prov1ded publicity help 
to the Caney Bloodmobile cha1rman, Mrs. 
Beverly Marsh. 
Top photo. Lon Thompson, Rick Clark, Cory Barton 
and Jerry Gorby wait their turn to g1ve blood. Bot-
tom photo. Cory rolls up h1s sleeve and becomes a 
blood donor 
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Computer. Math, Phys1cs 
Pam Busch 






Jun1or High English 
Jr Kayette Sponsor 
Teachers. • • 






Business, FBLA Sponsor 
Chris Exline 
Art Art Club Sponsor 
Cheerleader Sponsor 
John Brooks 
Vo-Ag, Power Mechanics, 
Computer, FFA Sponsor 
Kathy Faulkenberry 
English Speech Drama 
Debate Coach, Forensics 
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Steve Gordon 
Vocal & Instrumental Music, 
Marchmg Band Director 
Sharon Hunt 
Math, FCA Sponsor 
John Heady 
Phys1cal Sc1ence, Chemistry 
Doug Jensen 
Amencan History, Soc1al Sc1ence. 





P.E. , Health, Lettermans Sponsor 
Stuart Holmes 
Jr H1gh Social Science, 
7th Grade Onentation, FCA Sponsor 
Sondra Huff 
Business FBLA Sponsor 
Chris Kastler Julie Jensen 









Sp; h Spa ·sh Club Sp n or. 




Jr H1gh Science 
Sen1or Class Sponsor 
Joan Paine 
Journa .m Sen1or Eng11sh, 
Kane-Kan Adv1sor. 
Bullpup Observer v1sor 
Nancy McMullen 
L1brary Med1a Spec1ao~st 




Extended l earnmg Teacher 
Andy Metsker 
American Government 
Soc1al Sc1ence, Lettermans Sponsor 
Marilyn Ross 
Extended Learnmg Tea1 her 
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''\/ 1 au can teach a student a 
lesson for a day; but if you 
teach him to learn by creating 
curiosity, he will continue the 
learning process as long as 
he lives." 
Karen Schultheiss 
P E Health GAA Sponsor 
Nancy Zimmerman 
English Student Council Sponsor 
Patty Wheeler 
English Cheerleader Sponsor 
o~o 
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Top Row: Pete Dyer, Randy Peterson, Dennis Bayless, Gene Williams. Bottom Row: 
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Counselor 
Susan .Johnson 
Administrators of SD 436 have a big job. The di tnct CO\ er · 165 square miles 
and 1., made up of the smaller communit1e of Tryo. Wa:r 1de, Havana, Jeffer on. 
Bolton. Plea.,ant Hill . Ringo. 10taze, and the farm and ranch lands that ·urround 
them. The large t population center tn the district i Cane:r where the two atten-
dance centers, an clementar:r and JUntor-senior high chool. are located . 
The population of Cane:r is approximate!} 2,500 and the proJected population 
for 1995 is 3,072 . Twent:r -three point eight percent of the present population i 65 
years of age and older. 
The community and school cooperate well and complement each other. Since 
Canc:r 1., small, the h1gh school and its act1vit1e are often the focal point for the 
communtt}. 
The school is stnvmg to meet the needs of the community. and a primary goal 
of D 436 1s to prepare students for further education and JObs. 
The maJOnt:r of the graduates from CVHS either attend a two or four-:rear col-
lege or university. or the:r assume full -time JObs . This 1 tn kecpmg w1th the result., 
from surveys which stated that further education and jobs were top priontie \\tth 
parents and students. 
The student at CVHS have defimte goal about life after graduation; but while 
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These are the ladies 
Rhea Kmg, Clencal A1de 
CVHS 
behind the scenes 
Jan Vinmg 
Secretary, CVHS 
Peggy Endicott and Sue Ellen Holtzman 
Secretaries, Bd. of Ed. Office 
Debbie Butte/ 






Special Ed Aide 
BETTY SHORT is " The lady 
at the Bus Barn." She prints 
worksheets, handouts, tests, 
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Some good people 
who do good work 
for USD 436 
JIM GRUVER . . . Bus transportation and mechanic 
SCHOOL COOKS 
From left, Ros1e K1ng Connie Deal , Max1ne Vernon , V1olet Wealthall , Shirley 
Lehew, Mary Ernest, Stella Marshall and Joan Jackson, d1rector of food ser-
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Alfred A 
shford 
CVHS custodians earn retirement 
Sweeping, locking, painting, 
mowing, trimming and cleaning 
are just a few of the many jobs that 
two very important and unsung 
heroes do at CVHS. The school 
has been blessed by the presence 
of Alfred Ashford and Elmer 
Wagner, janitors. Together, these 
two have worked for USD 436 for 
a total of over 30 years. Both 
retired in April. 
Alfred has worked at both the 
high school and Lincoln Grade 
School for 25 years at the beginn-
ing of April. He is the head custo-
dian, and works during the day. 
After retirement, you will find 
Alfred just "taking it easy." 
Elmer has worked at CVHS for 
only 51f2 years, but he has gotten 
to know some of the students very 
well. When he leaves in mid-April, 
0~ 
~ 
Elmer is going to move to Col-
orado, and he claims he will be do-
ing a lot of fishing and gardening. 
Elmer's duties include general 
cleaning and custodial jobs. "I 
keep everybody 1n line," he said. 
Before becoming a janitor, Elmer 
worked for 30 years in the Safeway 
stores in Denver. Elmer and his 
wife Mariam are going back to Col-
orado to be closer to family. 
Alfred was stationed in Europe 
during WWII. His wife, Violet, 
works for Dr. Roger Burch. They 
have two children. 
With retirement comes a lot 
more time to do things. Alfred is 
looking forward to his hobbies and 
gardening. Elmer is anxious to 
spend more time with his family. 
When asked what he will miss the 
most about working. Alfred's 
answer was "the kids and 
teachers." Elmer will also miss the 
students. "In my high school days 
they had no sports, so after school, 
you would have to get behind the 
team of horses and work. I will 
miss watching the sports activities, 
especially basketball practice." He 
also said that being around 
younger people makes him feel 
younger. 
There are many good things 
about working at a school, accor-
ding to the custodians. Elmer likes 
watching the kids giving 105% to 
improve themselves. Alfred says 
that he enjoys getting to know the 
kids. Alfred would not rather work 
elsewhere, but Elmer admits that 
he sometimes does. 
By Carrie Newby and 
Kendra Russell 
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Students lend a hand to faculty, 
staff to make work load lighter 
-, 
Front row: from left to right, Cheryle Sanders, Tammy Hudson, Denise Bale. Back row: Dwaine 
Hodges, Julie Holeman, Ron Eden, Ronnie Stewart. 
Serving as an aide is 
a learning experience 
for seniors 
HOME EC AIDES 
Chris Wilson, left and Lori Thompson, 
help home ec teacher Pam Busch. 
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Cross country still growing, 
Cross Country team members (left to right) Donna Ayers, Sophomore; Melanie Metsker, Freshman; Sarah Knedlik, Freshman; 
Kevin Clark, Freshman; John Staton, Sophomore; Robb1e Hindle,. Sophomore; Lane Strow, Junior, Greg Kelley, Senior; Kelly 
Dav1~, ~ophomore; Stuart Holmes, Head Coach. 
0~ 
~· 
The Caney guys pace in anticipation before 
their race. 
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improving as a new sport at CVHS 
Mrs. Stuart Holmes (hidden), Melanie Metsker (back to the camera), Donna Ayers, 
Kevin Clark, Casey Metsker and Mrs. Carey Metsker take a break in the shade 
Coach Holmes comments 
about the team . .. 
Metsker Kelley 
" Mel has simply had an outstanding 
freshman year. She deserves all the 
awards she recerves. She ended up the 
season wrth almost 500 miles since the 
end of school last year. Melanie has 
medaled in every meet, placing 1st three 
times, 2nd once, 3rd once and 4th twice. 
She looks like she will be one of the top 
runners around if she continues to im· 
prove and races aggressively." 
"He was the number one runner for the 
boys and ran a 11:17 on a cold day at Brad Bush "cools down" after a two mile race. 
Regions, placmg 14th." 
Hindle 
"Robbie Hindle continued to improve 
throughout the year cutting, his time by 
over 11f2 m1nutes." 
Strow 
"Lane Strow ended up being mileage 
champ for the team by running over the 
summer and on weekends once the season 
started, accumulating almost 500 miles. He 





"Donna Ayers showed good improve-
ment, cutting a minute off her lime from the 
start to the middle of the season." 
Knedlik 
"Sarah Knedlik was definitely the most 
improved runner on the team this year. She 
ran 17:40 for 2 miles the first meet and ran 
a very respectable 14:19 at Eureka while 
medaling in 9th place in the varisty race." 
Bush 
"Brad Bush, along with Greg, provided 
good senior leadership. Brad 's t1mes im-
proved over a minute thiS season." 
Clark 
"Kevrn Clark had a successful freshman 
season, placing high enough to medal in 
6 of 8 races. Melanie Metsker. goes to 
Donna Ayers - 16:10 - Pittsburg, 
Brad Bush - 12:39 - Pittsburg, 
Kevin Clark - 12:03 - Pittsburg, 
Robbie Hindle - 13:21 - Pittsburg, 
Greg Kelley - 11:17 - Region a Is, 
Sarah Knedlik- 14:19- Eureka, 
Melanie Metsker- 12:28- Eureka, 
Lane Strow - 11:45 - Eureka. 
state 
The Caney cross-country 
team ended the season on a 
good note by having 
freshman Melanie Metsker 
receive a 9th place finish at 
state competition in 
Wamego. She ran a t1me of 
13 08 on a very hilly course 
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Another one for Caney 
Jeana Tucker, Carrie Newby, and Veronica Staton watch Julie 











the way we 
like it. 
Varsity and Junior varsity volleyball players, front row, from left: Julie Reitz, Yvonne Stephney, Traci Howard, Cammie Chism, 
Shawn Hueston, Jean Wiley, Teresa Click, Veronica Staton. Second row: Carrie Newby, Kelsey Robbins, Kristi Johnson, Julie Schow, 
Emily Hollandsworth, Stacy Robertson, Jeana Tucker. Third row: Nicki Mason, Sherry Hockett, Melissa Denny, Kim Nelson, Ginger 
Nunneley, Tammy Powell, Monica Hueston, Shannon Carter, and Meg Rogers. 
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Senior players Traci Howard 
(left) and Cammie Chism. 
2 seniors, 3 lettermen 
New offense 
" Our record may not 
have shown it, but I 
thought we did really 
well. We had to learn a 
new offense that was 
really tough. It did pro-
vide more opportunities 
for us, although being 
something new, I think it 
hindered our playing 
ability for some of the 
season. " - Traci Howard 
Rebuilding year 
" This year was a 
rebuilding year. We had 
a lot of younger girls 
playing, and that with the 
new offense we started 
this year, made i t 
tougher this season but 





Caney-Sedan 10-15, 12-15 
Caney-Cedarvale 15-8, 15-6 
Caney - Oxford 16-14, 15-11 
Caney-Independence 9-15, 8-15 
Caney-Independence 16-14,15-13 
Caney-lndeoendence 12-15.3-15 
Caney- Oswego 15-9. 15·8 
Caney-Thayer 7-15, 7-15 
Caney-Bax1er Springs 19-17, 13-15 
Caney-Neosho 3-15, 5-15 
Caney-Coffeyville 1 0-15, 8-15 
Caney-Labette County 9-15, 3-15 
Caney-Neodesha 0-15, 4-15 
Caney-Eureka 15-13, 15-12 
Caney-Cherryvale 15-4, 15-3 
Caney-Sedan 15-1 , 15-6, 5-15, 15-8 
Caney-Eureka 17-19, 3-15 
Caney-Neodesha 11-15, 15-12, 7-15 
Caney-Fredonia 15-3, 15-11 
Caney- Neodesha 16-14, 17-15, 2-15 
Caney-Sedan 8-15, 6-15, Caney Trf-Valley 
" League" tourney 
Caney-Eureka 15-13, 16-14, 6-16 
Caney-Garnet115-8, 15-4 (sub-state) 
Caney volleyball coach Robin Rolls had just 
two seniors and three lettermen returning from 
a team that finished the 1985 season with a 
20-9 record, including an appearance in the 
Class 4A state playoffs. 
The top returning lettermen on the squad 
were senior Traci Howard and junior Julie 
Reitz. The two were in the line-up of the 1985 
team for most of its campaign. Along with 
senior Cammie Chism, they were the only ex-
perienced players on the team. 
CVHS 
volleyball players 
listen intently to 
Head Coach 
Robin Rolls 
before gomg out 
to face their 
opponents. 
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UPS 
WE HAD OUR AND 
Record 4 and 4 DOWNS 
Brian Orcutt looks to his left and, beside him, Louis Twitchell 
and Mark Coots prepare for the soap scrimmage. 
Above: Ernie Fields runs for a big gain as Ray Blasi s1ts down 
and watches Hoover run. 
D~ 
0~ 
Bullpup Football '86 
1986 FOOTBALL TEAM Front row, from left, Head Cocah Kent Newby, Richard Teel , Bill Denny, Vinnie Naccarato, Kelly 
F1elds, Erme Fields, Les Moore, Eric Munday, LOUIS Twitchell, Pat Phillips, Mark Coots, Ray Blas1, Andy Allen , Aaron Richey, 
Tim Kolb 2nd row, from left: Coach Gary Baldridge, Mike Soles, Justin Atkmson, Sean Mcintosh, John Robertson, Greg Blasi , 
Chris Dean, Travis Todd, Kenny Hawthorne, Troy Newcomb, Kevin Mcintosh, Shane Bowman, Jared Bogie, J R Williams, J R. 
Peterson 3rd row, from left Coach Criss Davis, Coach George Rau, Lew1s Dean, Bron Williams, Joe Henderson Brian Allen , 
David Barnes, J.D Stephney, Joe Adams, Edd1e Shearhart, Alan Coots, Lance Keene, Craig Lumley, Jason Crowe, Jay Henderson, 
Brian Orcutt. 
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Pups' Scoreboard 
(a look back) 
(Caney score gtven last) 
La bette Co./ Altamont. . . 7-14 
Cherryvale . . . ... ... .. ... 6-26 
Eureka .. . . . .. ... .. . . .... 0-20 
Yates Center .. ... .. Cancelled 
Fredonia .. . .. . ... . .... . 18-16 
Sedan .... . .. . ...... . .... 7-6 
Baxter Springs ... . ... . .. . 17-6 
Columbus . . .. .. .. . . ... . 30-28 
Neodesha . .. .... .. ...... 0-22 
Defensive coach Gary Baldridge talks to his defensive 
line. 
Louis Twitchell has an angry look on his face that every Caney ball player 
had as the last few seconds of the Sedan game ticked off on the scoreboard 




The injured Kelly Fields gets his ankle tended to by Craig Dobsch 
and Shawn Ritter, team manager and trainer, respectively. 








Next time ... we'll 
get that 1 point back 
The Caney Valley High School 
varisty football team lost a close 
one Friday night, Oct. 17. The 
Sedan Blue Devils won the game 
7-6 in the last meeting, maybe 
ever, between the two teams. 
Caney controlled the ball the 
majority of the game and got their 
only touchdown when Ernie 
F1elds scored on a 4-yard run at 
the 7·30 mark in the 2nd quarter. 
The conversion attempt failed. 
The Caney defense played an 
excellent game, holding Sedan to 
144 yards total offense and one 
touchdown midway through the 
4th quarter. That extra pomt at-
tempt, however was successful, 
making the socre 7-6 in Sedan's 
favor. 
Caney put together another 
goal drive but the Pups were 
stopped short by the Blue Devil 
defense. 
''They kept us out of the end 
zone," Head Coach Kent Newby 
said. " At times we physically 
dominated," he also stated, "but 
we just couldn't finish them off at 
crucial times." 
Caney's offense had 226 total 
yards but just couldn't get m the 
end zone after their first score. 
The game put the Bullpups' 
record at 3-2. 
099-Q. 
~ 
The last score of the last Sedan-Caney game . . .for awhile. 
The game was on Sedan's gridiron. 
Sedan leaves league 
By Andy Allen 
The Tri-Valley League, of which 
Caney Valley High School is a part of, 
has recently gone through frequent 
changes in the number of schools 1n 
the league, and it appears that even 
more changes may happen in the near 
future. 
In the past six years, the schools of 
Burlington, West Elk and Yates Center 
have dropped out of the Tri-Valley 
League. Burlington and Yates Center 
have transferred to the Three Rivers 
League while West Elk has joined the 
South Central Border League. 
This year two other schools are also 
wanting to leave Tri-Valley. Cherryvale 
has applied for admittance to the Three 
Rivers League. and Sedan has applied 
for an obtained a spot in the South 
Central Border League, effective at the 
start of the 1987-88 school year 
With this sudden exodus of schools, 
two quest1ons about the Tri-Valley 
League quickly arise. Why do the 
schools wish to leave and what will 
happen to the four remaining teams 1f 
Cherryvale also leaves? 
Athletics is the basic reason why the 
schools are leaving. The small 2 and 
3-A schools are having problems com-
peting with the larger, more powerful 
4-A schools. Football is the main sport 
in which this applies. With the recent 
domination of the league by Fredonia, 
smaller schools receive numerous in-
. JUries after playing the Yellowjackets 
and are just plain tired of los1ng in this 
league when they could pe competing 
in other leagues with teams more on 
their level and having more athletic 
success. 
If Cherryvale is accepted into the 
Three Rivers League, there will then 
be only four teams left in the Tri-Valley 
League. Will the remaining teams split 
and join other leagues? Will other 
teams be invited to join the TVL, and 
is it possible that some of the teams 
may become independent? As of now, 
these questions remain unanswered. 
Both Cherryvale and Sedan would 
probably not object to playing CVHS 
in football or basketball, thus helpmg 
fill Caney's schedule and with the 
district form of playoffs, there is vir-
tually no need of a league. In basket-
ball, however, things are pretty well 
undecided. 
With the form of playoffs used, a 
league is not necessarily needed but 
would provide a more suitable means 
of competition. 
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" Louis Twitchell was a very 
inspirational player, played in 
many positions and helped the 
team a lot. Louis was a 
dedicated player and played 
hard every time. He was a 
great help to the football team 
as a linebacker, running back 
and special teams player " 
" Eric Munday played on 
defense and special teams as 
a defensive back. He was a 
very dedicated player and was 
always trying to pick people up 
when they were down. Eric had 
fun while he was playing and 




" Ray Blasi, quarterback and 
defensive corner, came back 
from a very serious injury, a 
broken leg, which he received 
last year, to lead the offense, 
and he was the leader of the 
team. Ray worked hard and 
was very dedicated to the 
team." 
"Pat Phi Hips was a tight end 
and defensive end and show-
ed improvement from last year. 
In his sophomore year he 
broke his leg but returned to 
the team as a junior and senior. 
He did a good job." 
SENrORS 
Ji:.~A r TllAM 
"Mark Coots really helped 
the team a lot this year. 
Whenever we needed him he 
came through. Mark matured 
and improved through the year. 
He was the team's kicker and 
was the guy who got the crowd 
to its feet for the kickoff." 
" Les Moore played all year 
long with nagging injuries but 
played hard and really helped 
the team a lot with leadership 
and hard work. Les was injured 
in games at the first of the 
season. His position was run-
ning back." 
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Seniors Louis Twitchell and Eric Munday 
charge on to the field ready to give it their best 
agamst Sedan. 
Pups lose in overtime; 
0-2 in district play 
Dropping their fourth stra1ght and 
second district game, the CVHS 
Bullpups football team fell below 500 
for the first time this year. 
A loss to Columbus made the1r 
record 3-9 and stopped a chance of 
reaching the 4-A state playoffs. The 
game was played Halloween night at 
Columbus. 
Columbus's third district win didn't 
come easy, however. After a 14-14 tie 
at the end of regulation play, the 
Titans proceeded into their first sud-
den death overtime. Caney scored 
first on the one-yard run by Ernie 
Fields. Kenny Hawthorne then caught 
a pass from Ray Blasi for a 2-point 
conversion. The Bullpup's defense 
could not keep Columbus out of the 
end zone though. Their conversion 
was also good; re-tying the game at 
22-22. 
In the second sudden death over-
time Columbus again scored a 
touchdown and the extra points, but 
Caney was not through. Troy 
Newcomb scored on a 3-yard run, get-
ting Caney within two points of the 
Titans. The extra point attempt fell 
short, however, as Kenny Hawthorne 
was tackled just short of the goal line 
after a Ray Blasi pass. 
" It's hard to work so much and not 
have any good come out of it " said 
head coach Kent Newby about the 
game 
Caney struggled offensively, get-
ting only 185 yards of total offense. 
The defense was also baffled as Col-
umbus gained 323 total yards . 
Juniors Bill Denny (left), and Vinnie Naccarto (right) show they're ready for action 
before the Neodesha game. 
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JV showed a toughness 
and a will to get better 
' Many of our young players showed 
good Improvement For many 1t was 
the f1rst t1me they had p ayed a full 
game let alone both offense and 
defense lnJunes and at t1mes poor 
work hab1ts kept us from bemg a 
very good team However each 
young man showed at t1mes a 
toughness and a w111 to get better If 
they can be COnSIStent In that at- a 
t1tude they will be successful ' 7 
Coach Kent Newby 
JV Scoreboard 
Caney 0 Cherryvale 12 
Caney 26 West Elk 2 
Caney 12 Columbus 6 
Caney 14 Independence 0 
Caney 0 Sedan 7 
Caney 0 Neodesha 6 
Caney 6 Fredonia 21 
Caney 7 Sedan 21 
INJURY ROW 
On bench fron left Lew s Dean Lance Keene Joe Henderson Br an A en Da d Barne A an Coots 
(back J 0 Stephney (stand ng AI these p ayers except A an and J D we e ecove g from s g t 
n unes receiVed an the J V 8th grade soap scr mmage 
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From left to right: Cra1g Dobsch, manager; Andy Allen, Ray Blasi, J.R. Williams, Ernie Fields, 
Brad Bush, J.R. Peterson, Bnan Anderson, Kevm Mcintosh, Aaron Richey, Greg Kelley, Dean 
Campbell, Greg Blasi, Brett Anderson, Manager. 
Varsity boys took 3rd place 
in the Tri-Valley League 
The CVHS Varsity Bull pups had a very successful cam-
paign 1n the 1986-1987 season. They received 2nd place 
in both the LCHS and Riverton tournaments and compli-
ed a 15-7 win loss mark before being beat out m the se-
cond round of sub-state play. The Pups were also 7-3 in 
TVL play, which was good enough to get them 3rd place 
in the league. 
The Pups started off slowly and had a losing record until 
the Riverton Tourney after which they had streaks of 3 
loses and 7 straight wins. 
On the year Caney outscored their opponents by an 
average of 67-62, out rebounded their opponents 717-596 
and outshot the1r opponents 49%-44% from the f1eld. 
Several Caney players also stood out individually. Greg 
Kelley and Brian Anderson made all-tournament at 
Labette County. Anderson and Kevin Mcintosh were all-
tourney at Riverton and also were all-league performers. 




























74 vs Cherryvale. 
51 vs LCHS 
50 vs Thayer 
57 vs Oswego 
78 vs Neodesha 
60 vs Fredoma 
75 vs Sedan 
78 vs Riverton 
68 vs Oswego 
84 vs Neodesha 
79 vs Columbus 
60 vs Cherryvale 
76 vs Eureka 
52 vs Neodesha 
76 vs Fredoma 
70 vs Altoona-Midway 
62 vs Sedan 
66 vs Eureka 
64 VS Oswego 
60 vs Cherryvale 
77 vs Columbus 



























1 Brian Anderson prepares to score against Fredonia in Caney's 
Homecoming victory. 
2. Ernie Fields, Aaron Richey and Dean Campbell listen intently as 
Coach Metsker chats with them on the bench . 
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Caney girls' varsity 
Varsity girl players: L to A, back row: Michele Orcutt, Julie Reitz Yvonne Stephney Jean Wiley, Jill Christensen 
and Shawn Hueston. Front row: Carrie Newby, Camm1e Chism, Kristi Johnson, Cheryle Sanders, Traci Powell 
and Anna Freisberg. 
Girls Basketball 
Varsity Scoreboard 
Caney 48 Cherryvale 32 
Caney 30 Altamont 51 
Caney 29 Thayer 43 
Caney 32 Oswego 40 
Caney 48 Neodesha 62 
Caney 47 Fredonia 63 
Caney 58 Sedan 44 
Caney 37 Baxter Spg. 66 
Caney 55 Chetopa 41 
Caney 47 Riverton 58 
Caney 48 Columbus 42 
Caney 42 Cherryvale 39 
Caney 46 Eureka 39 
Caney 46 Neodesha 57 
Caney 62 Fredon1a 48 
Caney 40 Altoona 46 
Caney 54 Sedan 43 
Caney 58 Eureka 47 
Caney 34 Oswego 52 
Caney 41 Cherryvale 34 
Caney 59 Riverton 60 
Chery/e Sanders displays mtense concentration in the game. 
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in tie for TVL 2nd place 
Lose first sub-state game 
by one heart-breaking point 
The CVHS vars1ty girl's basketball team began their 9-11 
season by winning their first game in a tournament, wh1ch was 
against the Cherryvale Chargers, by the score of 48-32 Caney 
then dropped quickly by losing the next two games of the tour-
nament and next three games of regular season play. The Lady 
Pups were able to bounce back and go on to defeat the Sedan 
Blue Dev1ls on Caney territory by a 14 point margm Mov1ng 
on to the Riverton Ram Class1c in Mid-January, Caney pulled 
out a 1 win, 2 loss record by defeating Chetopa but losmg to 
Riverton and Baxter Spnngs. Baxter went on to win first place 
at the Classic. 
The lady cagers contmued their season with two more wins 
against Columbus and Cherryvale, each with fatally close 
scores, but were equally downed twice more by Eureka and 
Neodesha Homecoming proved magical as games against 
Fredonia proved victorious for Caney. Both varsity teams, each 
previously beaten by Fredoma, were able to walk on the Yellow-
Jackets, with the girls winning 62-48. Caney was unable to sus-
tain their v1ctory and fell to the Altoona Midway Jets. At th1s point 
a four-way tie for second place in the Tri Valley League had 
hearts sounding. Caney had yet to play Sedan, and Cherryvale, 
each 1n the same predicament 
The Lady Pups then traveled to Blue Devil terntory and snat-
ched a wm 1n the second sess1on after being brought alive at 
the half by coaches George Rau and Robin Rolls. With one 
down, Caney held the1r turf to Eureka by beating them 58-47, 
but were humbled by Oswego as CVHS chalked up another loss 
to the lnd1ans With one game left 1n the regular season as well 
as league play, the pressure for second place was still on. Cher-
ryvale would travel to Caney and thereafter all would depend 
on Caney's ability to defeat a team for the third time in one 
season At approximately 745 p.m Caney was off1c1ally tied 
with Fredon1a as the 1986-87 league runner-up with second 
place Sub-state, although, was a short one for Caney women 
as they lost their first game 1n overtime to R1verton by a heart 
breaking score of 59-60. 
Caney gtrls wtn 
over the Colum-
bus Titans Top 
photo, Kristi 
Johnson arches 
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Top, left to right: Roger Smith, John Staton, David Stewart, Greg Blasi , Chris Dean. Bottom: 
Eddie Shearhart, Matt Smith, Craig McGee, Dean Campbell. 
Six Straight Wins! 
Things didn 't look good for the CVHS JV boys' basket-
ball team at the beginning of the 1986-87 season. They 
were unexperienced, lost two starters early, and got off 
to a slow, 0-3 mark. 
That didn 't stop them though as they finished the year 
at 8-6 and ran off a streak of six straight wins toward the 
end of the season . 
The JV team was made up mostly of sophomores who 
had an excellent season the year before as freshmen . 
They were helped out by a strong freshman class. The 
pups started out slowly but ended up playing very well 












































Top Row: Lewis Dean, 
Lance Keene, Dust1n 
Phillips, J.D. Stephney, 
Sean Mcintosh, and Cor-
bm Cowan. Bottom Row: 
Bron Williams, Bryan 
Allen, Kevin Clark, Chad 
Holtzman, David Barnes. 
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two Wilson County teams 
a y A..Iy Taylew 
<lanolkle s,-ta 
After betoJ crunched by a touah 
N~esha team. the Caney Bullpups 
still felt the Bluestreu bite when the 
Fredonia Yellowjackru sank thetr 
teeth Into Bullpup blood, beahna 
Caney 93·60 OD the Jackets home n~ 
Friday night 
The game was pretty close in the 
first quarter with Fredonia winnmg by 
a stngle pomt, 1-4-13. But then , the 
Bullpup, \hooting game stopped The 
Ja<kets led at halfttme 36 20. The 
second half was totally dtffcr~nt for 
Frcdonta \COrmg 57 pomts and Canev 
bucketing -40. But the malt'• ' 
quarter Three other Fredonians re-
corded double diatt fiaures and they 
'"'ere Troy Short and Brad Weber ..,bo 
each netted IS, Kevin ,..,,.,_ 
fintshed '"''th H poin1 
Smith had 10. 
From the field, Cane 
of 56 attempts for -41 "• 
fini hed 26 for S-4, at -4, 
The last lime a Can 
scored 1n the 90's was i. 
Cherryvale beat Caney 
Sedan defeated the Bullp 
Caney IS now 2·S at 
conference play. 
TOTALSt 
CANEY Brian A 
·eg Kelley 4 2-2 10. ~:r~:.,~~ td\;o\\ers 
roun osons se 
--4 9, Brad Bush 2 -4-6 8. 
0 b. J . R. Peterson 2 1·2 
pbcll 2 0 0 4, Ray Blasi 
Wtlhams I 1·2 3, Etnie 
Total ·23 14·26 60. 
{etence •cals 3 . 
. • (S\C Con • • • CalleY gt&d~:~:d I>ONIA Fulghum S 
•'\Sb l\0 cotllll til 7-7 IS. Weber 3 9 
~~~::."'•r · Cot11..,1e • 4 6-7 1-4. Smtth 3 4-4 
• < Wnn<j I 2·2· ... M 
Bull pup team! 
By Andy Taylcw 
CHRONICLE SPORTS 
The Caney Bullpups, comtng off two 
to Fredoma and Neodesha In the 
week, turned a close ballgame 
a blowout Tuesday night, 
- "'""'"'R thetr arch-nvals from Sedan, 
potnts. 
a fast pace game from the 
.,."'"'""'• and Caney barely led at the 
The sec-saw battle 
thtrd quarter with the 
to 511-51 as the period 
the last four mtnutes C'aney 
to dominate the scoreboard, 
to several fouls and a 
called on Sedan late tn the 
On the 
iJ w~ Ja 
"'htle Bra 





at 3·4 and I 
Metsker 1 
farm boy. 
But , follo,.tng h1> \tandout year on 
the Bullpup ba,ketb~ll ~4uad , he has 
gamed respect •s an ouht•ndtng 
athlete, as "'ell . 
Bnan was the only Caney round-
baller to be selected a\ an .All ~ 
Honor•ble Dl••"· 
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Greg Kelley started for two years at 
po1nt guard and shootmg guard. He 
really came on strong late in the year, 
havang some of his higher sconng 
games then . There are few people at 
CVHS who have worked harder to be a 
good player than Greg He always 
sacnflced h1mself to be a team player. 
Greg wants to play in college and he 
should do fine 
Ray Blas1 returned to basketball after 
m1ssing most of his Junior year w1th a 
broken leg suffered dunng football . You 
could always count on Ray to come off 
the bench and make a b1g steal or an 
Important ass1stto get the team goang. 
Even though he was primanly a reserve, 
Ray still led the team an steals and was 
second 1n assists. 
Brad Bush could always be counted 
on to come into the game and get a b1g 
rebound or basket at a crucial point an 
the game. Though not a starter, Brad 
came to pract1ce every day with the at-
Illude that he wanted to 1mprove. The 
coach1ng staff always felt that they could 
put Brad 1nto the game at any t1me and 
he would always g1ve 100%. 
THE 
SENIORS ... 
on the 1986-1987 CVHS 
basketball team all worked very hard 
dunng the1r four years to 1mprove as 
players and to help the Bullpups the 
best way they could . 
Bnan Anderson was a two year 
starter for the Pups. During h1s senior 
year he was, All-Tourney at Labelle 
County and at Riverton, AII-Tri-Valley 
League, Honorable Ment1on, All-State 
and was chosen Most Valuable Player 
and Co-Most Inspirational Player. Brian 
was one of the leaders of the team and 
also one of the hardest workers . He will 
definitely be missed. 
All together, this was one of 
the hardest working groups of 
young men that has gone through 
CVHS in a number of years. They 
should be proud of what they 
accomplished-Coach Andy 
Metsker. 
Cra1g Dobsch was a manager for 
three and a half years He will be miss-
ed tremendously Not only was he 
responsible for making sure !hangs got 
packed on the bus, but he was also one 
of the team's biggest and best fans 
Cra1g has been very dedicated and loyal 




J.R. W1ll1ams was on the team for four 
years and even though he got very little 
playang t1me he was a very antegral part 
of the team. Few people worked harder 
than J.R. He came to practice everyday 
and worked to make the other members 
of the vars1ty better J .R also helped 
w1th some of the athletiC tap1ng and d1d 
a very good JOb. 
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Cheryle Sanders 
Cheryle brought many qualities to the 
team. She IS always cheerful, but her 
best quality is that she is a christtan . 
She has been playing basketball for 4 
years tn htgh school. She was a starter 
this year at the position of forward . She 
had the personality to bring the team 
up in sptnt when 11 was behind. She 
never gave up and was always 







Cammte was a returning starter for the 
prior year and had been on the basket-
ball team for four years. She played 
the wing position her sentor year and 
developed an outstandtng shot from 
the outside. This was some!tmes the 
spark needed to get the team into a 
ball game. She showed great sentor 
leadership and many underclassmen 
looked up to her. I am glad I had the 
opportuntty to play on the same team 
as Cammie.-Jean Wiley. 
Tracy Powell 
Tracy Powell was a transfer during her 
sentor year from Copan, Oklahoma, 
where she had played on the Hornets 
team. Tracy played the guard post!lon. 
It was a challenge to try to adjust to 
dtfferent Kansas rules, but she brought 
expenenced leadershtp to the team-
Knstt Johnson. 
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WRESTLERS 
Pinning down victories all season 
Caney wrestlers, left to right: 1st row, Robbie Mason, Traci Howard, Manager; Kerry Gorby. 
2nd row Kelly Fields, Todd Millemon, Vinnie Naccarato, Bill Denny. 
By Vince Naccarato 
The Caney Valley High School wrestl-
ing season was one of many highs and 
a few lows, w1th most of the lows coming 
at the end of the season. 
Plagued throughout the season w1th in-
juries and sickness, the team amassed 
a total of 112 wins and 51 losses. Its dual 
record of 3-12 was not a true indication 
of how the team often dominated 1ts 
opponents. 
Robbie Mason wrestled at 112 pounds 
during the season and amassed a 26-4 
record . Robbie started the year off by tak-
ing first at the Kan-Okla . He also got first 
place at Fredonia and placed second at 
Maize and Rose Hill. Robbie came one 
match away from going to state for the 
second year in a row. Coach Chris Kastler 
said, "I know Robbie is disappointed that 
he didn't qualify for state, but he did have 
a frne season." 
0~ 
~ 
Kerry Gorby won a career high 26 mat-
ches while competing at the 119 pound 
weight division. Kerry took third at the 
Kan-Okla and 4th place at the Maize and 
Rose Hill tournaments. "We're looking 
forward to b1g thrngs from Kerry next 
year," Coach Kastler said. 
Todd Millemon, the only freshman on 
the team, wrestled in the 145-pound 
weight classification. Todd wrestled most-
ly against juniors and seniors and manag-
ed six varisty wins. Kastler said of 
Millemon, "Now that Todd has paid his 
dues as a freshman wrestling varsity, we 
are looking for big things from him as a 
sophomore.'' 
Kelly Fields, who wrestled the season 
at 167 pounds, showed great improve-
ment from his sophomore year. Kelly's 
highlight of the year was when he went 
4-0 at the Bluestem JV tournament on the 
road to taking f1rst place. He missed the 
last few weeks of the season due to an 
injury. The coach said of Fields, "Kelly 
is going to be a great leader next year." 
Wrestling in the 185-pound division was 
Vinnie Naccarato. He had a career high 
of 23 wins while taking first at the Kan-
Okla Fredonia and Rose Hill tour-
naments and taking 3rd at Maize. Vin-
nie's season ended quickly when he was 
injured at regionals. Coach Kastler said, 
"Vinnie will form the mold next year to 
lead our wrestling team to new heights." 
Bill Denny was the only member of the 
team to make it to the state tournament. 
Bill placed 3rd at regionals and won one 
match at state. Bill had his finest season 
by winning Kan-Okla. heavyweight cham-
pionship. He also took 2nd at Rose Hill, 
3rd at Maize and 4th at Fredonia. 
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Team plagued all season 
with illness, injuries . .. 
but still tallies 
Trac1 Howard, manager, keeps 
score in practice. 
STATS 
Best Record 
Vinnie Naccarato . . . . . . . . . . . . 23-2 
Robbie Mason . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 26-4 
Bill Denny . . ........... 22-12 
Kerry Gorby . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 22-12 
Kelly F1elds . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 10-5 
Todd Millemon . . . . .. 6-19 
Most Points Scored 
Robbie Mason 162 pomts 
Vinn1e Naccarato . . . . . . . . . . 147 
Bill Denny . . .................. 139 
Kerry Gorby . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 96 
Kelly Fields . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 42 
Todd Millemon . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 15 
Pins 
Robbie Mason . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 22 
Bill Denny . . . . . . . . . . . . . 20 
Vinnie Naccarato . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 15 
Kerry Gorby . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 0 
Kelly Fields . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4 
Todd Millemon ... . .......... 4 
Take Downs 
Kerry Gorby . . . . . . . . 28 
B1ll Denny . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 27 
Vinnie Naccarato . . . . . . . . . . . . . 26 
Robbie Mason . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 21 
Kelly Fields . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 13 
Todd Millemon ................ 11 
112 wins 
Vinnie Naccarato (above) struggles to pin his oppo-
nent at a meet. (Below) Bill Denny finished the 
season with 22 wins and 12 losses and was the 
Caney Wrestler to qualify for the state meet. 
Goes to state. 
Bill Denny 
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Sen1or h1gh boys' track team· front row, from left to nght. Lane Strow, Kerry Gorby, Kevin Clark, Brett Anderson, Lewis 
Dean, John Staton, Sean Mcintosh, Bron Williams. Middle row: Craig Dobsch, Greg Kelley, Dustin Phillips, Pat Phillips, 
Brad Bush, Ernie Fields, Kelly F1elds, John Robertson, Coach Stewart Holmes. Back row Aaron R1chey, J .D. Stephney, 
Bill Denny, Kevm Mcintosh, Edd1e Shearhart. 
Old track records fall as '87 team 
sets a new pace for CVHS athletes 
New school records 
established by team: 
GIRLS 
Jean Wiley, 200 meter dash, 27. 78. 
Jean Wiley, 400 meter run, 62.3. 
Julie Schow, discus, 98'6 14 " . 
Jean Wiley, long jump, 17'. 
Anna Freisberg, Melissa Denny, Gina Fox, Jean 
Wiley, BOO relay, 1:52.9. 
Yvonne Stephney, javelin, 92'10". 
BOYS 
Brad Bush, high jump 8'5 14 ". 
Bron Williams, Ernie Fields, Greg Kelley, Aaron 
Richey, 3200 meter relay, 8:40.9. 
Sean Mcintosh, Kelly Fields, Kevin Mcintosh, 
Eddie Shearhart, weight man 's relay, 51 :6. 
The Triple jump has been added to all track meets in Kansas this 
year. Freshman Bron Williams is shown jumping at a meet held 
on the Caney track. 
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REGIONAL RESULTS 
May 22, 1987 
ANDALE, KANSAS 
Girls' Events 
1st. long JUmp, Jean Wiley. 
3rd , high Jump, Kelsey Robbms. 
3rd, 400 meters, Jean Wiley. 
3rd , 3200 meters, Melame Metsker. 
5th, 1600 meters, Melante Metsker. 
Personal Records 
Meg Rogers, shot put. 
Jean Wiley, long Jump, new school record. 
Melame Metsker, 1600 meters. 
Jean W1ley, 400 meters, new school record. 
Anna Fretsberg, 400 meters 
Mehssa Denny, 300 meter hurdles. 
Anna Freisberg, Jean Wiley, Bndget Lovelle, G1na Cox, 
400 meter relay 
Melanie Metsker, 3200 meters. 
Boys' Events 
The Caney team earned 15 points and was 11th out of 
16 teams. 
Brad Bush qualified for state w1th a high Jump of 6' 4" . 
Other placers: 
Kev1n Mcintosh, javelin, 6th, 164". 
3200 meter relay. 4th, 8:43 1-Bron Williams, Ernie 
Fields. Greg Kelley, Aaron Richey. 
1600 meter relay, 5th, 3:39.3 (only 3 seconds off school 
record)-Pat Phillips, Ernie Fields, Aaron Richey, Greg 
Kelley. 
Track Coaches: Karen Schultheiss and Stuart Holmes. 
Melissa Denny, freshman, fl1es over the hurdles dur-
ing the 100 meter low hurdles race. The meet was 
held on the Caney track. 
Girls' track team Front row, from left to right : Melanie Metsker, Bridget Lovelle, Jean Wiley, Gina Fox, Christina Han-
nigan, Donna Ayres, Meg Rogers, Kelsey Robbins, Sarah Knedlik. Back row: Julie Re1tz, Yvonne Stephney Gina Carey, 
Julie Schow, Kristi Johnson, Melissa Denny, Jennifer Halligan, Rebecca Jackson, Becky Rathbun, Emily Hollandsworth. 





Boyer qualifies for state meet 
By Andy Taylor 
CVHS Sen1or Bnan Boyer swung his way 
to the state golf meet as he qualified for 2nd 
place at regionals In Fredonia. 
The Pepperdine University-bound golfer 
tied for second place with a 76. 
As a team, Caney placed fourth in a field 
of nine. The Pups shot 332 with Boyer's 76, 
Robbie Mason shooting an 84, and Vince 
Naccarato and Nat Freisberg finished the 
year with 86's . Also from Caney playing 
were J .R. Peterson with 92, and Chris 
Carter, a senior, finished his high school 
golf career with 93. 
Columbus was in first place with a 325 
score while Andover qualified with 330. 
Those two schools qualified for the state 
meet also. Host-team Fredonia came in 
th1rd with 331, and Augusta t1ed w1th Caney 
in the number four spot. Girard finished 
w1th 342 as Baxter Springs came in with 
a 354 Rose Hill shot a not-so-impressive 
365 while Alverton came in ninth and last 
place. 
Boyer part1ciated 1n the Kansas 4A golf 
meet at Drubb's Dread County Country 
Club 1n Kansas City Head coach John 
Heady accompamed h1m. 
But it was not Boyer's t1me to play golf 
at the state 4A tournament. Boyer ended 
up with a 90 on the extremely difficult 
Drubb's Dread County Club course. 
Because of the long, narrow fairways 
w1th lots of water hazards, Brian had to add 
six penalty strokes to his score, but he did 
come in 13th place out of the 88 
participants. 
The lowest score was a 76 shot by a 
golfer whose home course is Drubb's 
Dread. If is were not for the penalty strokes, 
Boyer could have placed in the top five or 
six. 
Sr. High Go~f Team: Left to right, Todd Ander.son, Jason ~hite , Heath James, Will Kahre, Jason Crowe, Jay Henderson, Andy 
Taylor, V1nn1e Naccarato, J. A. Peterson, Chns Carter, Bnan Boyer, Nat Freisberg, Roger Smith, John Burns. 
o99-fl. 
~ 
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Head Coach John Heady and team member Robbie 
Mason talk over scores after practice. 
I 
\ 
Brian Boyer helps m a tough putt. --~ ,• 
&f/ f 
Will Kahre and Jason White talk over practice while admiring 
a guest's truck. 
Layout and Photos 
by Todd Anderson 
Nat Freisberg tries to find 
the break to g1ve h1m an ad-
vantage over the green. 
o9%2. 
~ 








Gina Carey <Head) 
Tammie Powell 
Tammy Hudson 




Bridget Lo\ elle 
"Go team Go!" Stunts, yells, dances - that's what the 
1986-87 CVHS cheerleaders did this summer at Emporia 
while at camp. 
Those who attended were Gina Carey, Tammy Hud-
son, Charlene Spellins, Judy Melton, Ginger Fichtl, 
Tammy Powell, Sandra Perry, Sherry Littlepage, Bridget 
Lovelle and Lori Gaff, mascot, with Mrs. Bessie Fichtl 
and Miss Chris Exline dnvmg them there. 
They also were evaluated on their dances and chants, 
and they had classes on unity, spirit, stunts and ideas 
for pep rallies. 
These girls raised their money by having a car wash, 
cheerleading clinic, sold fireworks and had a baseball 
tournament. 
At camp there were 40 schools attending. Caney got 
many honors: the first night they got outstanding spirit, 
second night outstanding jumps and stunts. third night 
outstanding cheerleading skills and the last they got se-
cond place overall, super squad for getting 90 points or 
more out of 1 00 (which not many squads got). They also 
got the squad unity award out of their goal group which 
is a group of about 4 or 5 squads. 
Sheri Littlepage 
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Brad Bush established a 
school high jump record of 
6 '5~ ". 
Tracksters do well at state 
By Andy Taylor 
Caney's Jean Wiley landed 
her way to a fifth place medal 
1n the long jump at the state 
track and field meet at Wichita 
State University on May 29 and 
30. The Junior-to-be at CVHS 
rece1ved her honor by jumpmg 
at 16'7" in that event 
Senior Brad Bush finished 
h1s h1gh school track career on 
a good note by placmg ninth in 
the h1gh JUmp by clearing 6'2" 
Two Freshmen showed high 
hopes for the coming years -
Melanie Metsker came in ninth 
place in the 3200 meter run 
with a t1me of 12 34 Kelsey 
Robbms qualified for the high 
jump but did not clear the 
openmg he1ght of 4' 1 ". 
Track coaches Stuart 
Holmes and Karen Schultheiss 
commented that they were pro-
ud of Caney's effort th1s year 
and in the state meet. 
Hundreds of k1ds from 
classes 1A-6A in Kansas par-
tiCipated in the meet wh1ch was 
held 1n Cessna Stadium on the 
campus of Wichita State. 
Accompanying the 
Brad 
tracksters and coaches were 
Andy Metsker, Sharon Hunt 
and Robm Rolls 
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Club earns Gold Award again this year 
Kayettes host Area II Conference 
Joan Finney, state treasurer. rece1ves a cor-


























and Jean Wiley. 
The Senior Kayettes worked toward the 
Gold Award, wh1ch is the h1ghest award, 
for the third year, and they have been in-
formed that they have won the honor 
again 
The year's theme was " Let Kayettes 
Lift You Up!" and th1s theme kicked off 
the membership drive when Kayettes 
placed paper balloons w1th the theme and 
a piece of gum on them in each girl's 
locker. 
Seventy-one members helped co-host 
the Area II Kay-Kayette Regional Con-
ference on October 8 with 200 delegates 
and sponsors in attendance 
Twelve school projects were com-
pleted, mcluding favors to the faculty, 
honor roll students, locker decorations, 
decoratmg the Chnstmas tree, and help-
ing with book fairs. 
Nine community projects included 
remembering residents at the Caney Nur-
Sing Center and at Wilson's with favors 
each holiday. Kayettes donated canned 
food to the Caney Ministerial Alliance 
The Kayettes sent money to CROP for 
the1r World Senes project. 
Nine seniors were honored at the an-
nual Senior Farewell and mstallation of 
officers and board members Cleta Lutz 
Dewey and her daughters, Melan1e and 
Monica, were recognized for their service 
to the Kayet!e organization in Caney as 
presldents-1965-66; 1984-85 and 
1986-87 
An ongmal membership program, 
'Super Kayette, " was accepted by the 
Kansas State High School Activ1t1es 
Association 
Jean Pfalser, Area II President, Teresa 
Click and Melissa Shafer will attend 
leadership camp m July 
1986 Kay-Kayette Area II 
Regb nal Conference 
Caney- October 8 
Theme· " Look Before You Lead" 
State Directors, KSHSAA-Ciaire 
Casselman and Keith Akms. 
Speaker-Joan Finney. State 
Treasurer of Kansas, "Kansas-Our 
Hentage and Our Future". 
Co-Hosts-Semor and Junior Kayettes. 
Presidents, Monica Dewey and Tami 
Reitz. 
Song Leaders, Kris Carlile, Tammie 
Poweii-P1amst, Cheryl Miller. 
Melissa Berry. Riverton, Area II Presi-
dent, was in charge of the sessions 
Adult Consultants for Officers; 
Network-Cieta Dewey, Vi Pfalser, 
Darlene Sanders Sharon Reitz, 
DeLoryse Wiley, Karen Howard, Delores 
Miller 
Support Systems; 
Self-Motivation. Tom Saia, Athletic 
D1rector and Head Football Coach, ICC. 
The Right to Say No, Joel and Jeanne 
Blasi, Caney. 
Women m the Law, Daylene F. Brody, 
attorney-at-law, Caney. 
Color Analysis. Cindy Moyers. color 
consultant w1th BeautiControl. 
Area II Sponsor-Freddie Jayne, In-
dependence H1gh School 
Caney Kayette Sponsors, Nancy 
McMullen and Marthena Draper. 
Jean Pfalser was elected the new 
Area II President. 
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Senior Kayette Board Members 
Front row (1-r), Nita Long, Parliamentarian; Chelsea Powell, Asst. Sch. Serv1ce; Anna Fre1sberg, Asst. Recreation: Tammie Powell, 
STU CO; Gma Carey, Treasurer; Sonja Price, Secretary; Monica Dewey, President; Jean Pfalser, V.P. Traci Howard, Finance; Miss 
Nancy McMullen, Sponsor; Donna Ayers, Asst. Sch. Service; Sherry Watts, Program D1rector. Back row (l·r), Judy Melton, Asst. 
Community Service; Gina Gurley, Recreation; Lori Thompson, Point System: Cheryle Sanders, Publicity; Yvonne Stephney, Asst. 
Program; Knsti Johnson, Community Service; Julie Schow, Asst. Sch. Service; Teresa Click, National/World Serv1ce; Cheryl Miller, 
Piamst, and Becky Rathbun, Sch. Service. Not pictured, Sue Jay and Kristi Carlile. 
Senior High Kayette Club Members 
Front row (1-r), Kristi Johnson, Trac1 Howard, Tammie Powell, Gina Carey, Cheryle Sanders, Sonja Price, Monica Dewey and Jean 
Pfalser. 
Second row, Sonya McConnell, Judy Melton, Julie Reitz, Yvonne Stephney, Kim Nelson, Gmger Fichtl, Jean Wiley, Shawn Hueston, 
Becky Rathbun and Nita Long. 
Th1rd row, Sue Jay, Kelly Williams, Nikki Cam, Donna Ayers, Stacey Robertson, Chelsea Powell, Jul.e Schow, Teresa Click, Lon 
Thompson and Tracy Powell. 
Fourth row, Tammie Brown, Billie Sunday, Sandra Perry, Heather Haughn, Kim Hait, Melanie Metsker, Lori Roper, Michelle Crisp, 
Ginger Nunneley and Knsta Bycroft. 
Fifth row, Marcy Redding, Monica Hoyle, Rebecca Ward, M1ssy Barton, Kath1 Jones, Sonya Hodges, Kyla Sc1meca, Cheryl Miller, 
Sherry Watts and Anna Freisberg. 
Sixth row, April Bayless, Ginger Woodworth, Melinda Moore, Paula Allen. Mary Ranes, Missy Shafer, Gina Gurley, Bridget Lavelle, 
Tracy Levan and Wendy Pnce. 
Back row, M1ssy Gruver, Michelle Barton, Rebecca Jackson, Alyc1a Ham1lton, Sheri Littlepage, Lrsa Murphy and Christy Sanders. 
Not p1ctured, Kristi Carlile, Tanya Graham, Liz Keene, Kelsey Robbins and Veronica Staton. 
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STU CO. • • 
Backbone of student government 
Caney Valley's Student Coun-
Cil did many of their usual pro-
Jects th1s school year, but the 
group also added a significant 
new service to the school. 
Something new was the awar-
dmg of two $200 scholarships to 
selected seniors. (See story on 
next page). 
Stuco continued to stock 
paper, pen and pencil machines, 
to sponsor a dance, to prov1de 
Valentine fun through a heart-to-
heart computer project, keep the 
week's events posted on the s1gn 
1n front of the school and help 
sponsor assembly programs. 
There are some changes 
scheduled for the '87-'88 school 
year. Ms. Nancy Zimmerman, 
who has sponsored the group for 
eight years, has resigned the 
sponsorship, and it will be 
assumed by Coach Andy Met-
sker, who had served as Ms. Z's 
assistant. Next year's assistant 
sponsor will be Mrs. Joan Paine. 
In year-end elections, Andy 
Taylor was elected vice presi-
dent, meaning he will be presi-
dent of Stuco when he is a 
senior. Ernie Fields. this year's 
vice president, will automatically 
be the president of '87-'88. 
Members of the Student Coun-
Cil are elected by classes and 
organizations within the school. 
STUCO - Left to right front row; J.R. Williams, Cheryle Sanders, Ray Blasi, Ernie Fields Second row: Kim Nelson, Ginger Fichtl , Teresa Click, 
Yvonne Stephney, Julie Re1tz, Monica Dewey, Andy Taylor, Craig Dobsch, Ed Paine Third row· Melissa Denny, Tammy Hudson, Tammy Powell, 
Traci Howard, Cammie Chism, Michelle England, Sharawn Allen , Staci Carson, Nathan Lavelle. Fourth row· B1ll Denny, Vmn1e Naccarato. 
~ 
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STUCO awards scholarships to two 
SCHOLARSHIP WINNERS . . . From left, Karla Babcock, Ms. Zimmerman, spon-
sor· B1ll Cullins. 
The student council has announced 
that seniors Bill Cullins and Karla Bab-
cock have each received a $200 scholar-
ship from the student council. 
Money obtained from students in the 
Heart-to-Heart Computer Compatability 
test, paper and pencil machmes, and ad-
missions to dances provided the funds for 
the scholarships. 
Bill, who is planning to attend Emporia 
State University next year but has no 
definite major, was one of four senior 
boys who applied for the scholarship 
Karla, who is planning on attending In-
dependence Community College next 
year to major in Psychology, was one of 
three senior girls who applied. 
Those who wished to obtain the 
scholarship were asked to fill out a stan-
dard applicat1on used by Counselor 
Susan Johnson . A selection committee 
made up of student and faculty then look-
ed the applications over and took into ac-
count the functions performed by the ap-
plicants at church, school and 1n the com-
munity. The committee emphasized par-
ticipation of different events rather than 
raw intelligence and GPA, making this 
more of an activities scholarship rather 
than academic. 
This is the f1rst t1me the Student Coun-
cil has sponsored a scholarship. Any 
scholarships in the future will depend on 
the amount of funds that the council has. 
Mrs. Nancy Zimmerman is Stuco spon-
sor, and Ray Blas1 served as pres1dent 
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FBLA Future Business Leaders of America 
Back row-Holly Boles, Robert R1ggs, Kyla Sc1meca, Vinnie Naccarato, Stephanie Butler, Heather Haughn, M1chelle Barton, 
Paula Allen, Susan Winger, Denise Bale, Missy Gruver. 2nd row-Lore Rawlins, Ginger Nunneley, Debbie Metcalf, Chris 
Wilson, Julie Holeman, Minda Black, Lori Roper, Becky Stans1fer, Krista Bycroft, Chelle Sanders, Dwame Hodges, Bruce 
Hodges. 3rd row-Lori Gaff, Missy Shafer, Kendra Russell, Gina Gurley, Monica Dewey, Beth England, Jean Wiley, Rebecca 
Ward, Kelly William.s, Brenda Mantooth, Melissa Denny, Sherri Hockett. 4th row-Tracy 1...evan, Sandra Perry, Shanna Haughn, 
Jeana Tucker, Carne Newby, Kim Russell, Julie Reitz, Teresa Click, Craig McGee, Ginger Fichtl, Tammie Powell, Gina Carey, 
Craig Dobsch. Front row-Mrs. Sandy Huff (sponsor), Secretary Kristi Johnson, Stuco Tammy Hudson, President Robbie 
Mason, Vice-Pres. Shawn Hueston, Treasurer Cammie Chism, Mrs. Jimmye Barton (sponsor). 
FBLA OFFICERS 
Pres1dent- Robb1e Mason, Vice President 
- Shawn Hueston, Secretary - Knst1 
Johnson, Treasurer - Cammie Chism, 
Stuco Rep. - Tammy Hudson. 
Year begins 
with cookout 
FBLA started the year w1th their 
annual cookout at Mrs. Jimmye 
Barton's. They also did their 
big money maker selling Tom 
Watt and they had a White 
Elephant Gift Exchange m the 
Home Ec room before school 
in December They took gifts of 
cookies to the nursmg homes 
for Christmas, and for Valen-
tines Day they took flowers to 
patients at the hospital. They 
had an Easter Egg Hunt for the 
Kindergartners at Lincoln and 
at the end of the year they plan 
to take a trip to Bartlesville and 
see a mov1e and eat. 
Top Salespersons were: Back row· 
Stephanie Butler $533.00, Heather 
Haughn $680.75 Front row· M1ssy 
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The 1986/87 Kane-kan Staff 
From left, Todd Anderson, Gina Carey, Jane George, Tammy Hudson, 
Monica Dewey, Cheryl Miller, Dwaine Hodges, Lynn Milliken, Steve Shafer, 
Eric Munday. 
(For more about the work of the Kane-Kan staff, see the Colophon in the 
back of the yearbook.) 
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The BaiiPaP Observer 
Vol. 64-No.l Caney, KS 67333 (USD 436> Thursday, October JO, 1916 
BULLPUP OBSERVER STAFF: front row, left to right: John Burns, Carrie Newby, Kimberly 
Russell, Kendra Russell. Second row; Todd Anderson, Vinnie Naccarato, Ron Eden, Andy 
Allen, Cheryle Sanders, Cheryl Miller. Third row: Greg Kelley, Pat Phillips. 
Pam Ernest, editor: did a fine job this 
year putting the Observer together and getting 
it out. 
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FUTURE HOMEMAKERS 
OF AMERICA It Will Excite You! 
SENIORS: Debbie Metcalf, Denise Bale, Gina Carey, Cheryle Sanders, Becky Woodall , Lori Thompson, Monica 
Hoyle Chris Wilson. Standing-Tammy Hudson, Mon1ca Dewey. S1ttmg-Rick Clark, Todd Anderson, J.R. Williams 
''Spotlight On You!'' 
FHA members have kept busy with projects all year. 
Teresa Click has worked extra hard to become a state of-
ficer Club members sold cookbooks and other kitchen 
items for their big money maker. They also made candy 
jars for the men teachers and place~ats for the women for 
Christmas, and red wooden hearts w1th lace around them 
for Valentine's Day. The big spring activity is going to state 
meeting in Wichita. 
0~ o\2.:V 
Kim Nelson, Gmger Fichtl and Jean Wiley pig out at 
the FHA banana split party 
FHA Off1cers: 
Back Row: Tammy 
Hudson, Treasurer; 




Teresa Click, Stuco 
Rep.; Paula Allen , 
Histonan. Front Row: 
N1ta Long, Points 
Chairperson: Lori 
Thompson, Secretary. 
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JUNIORS: 
Shawn Hueston, 










N1ta Long, Jean Wiley, 
Teresa Click. Julie Schow, 
Tracy LeVan, Stacy Robertson, 
Tammy Anderson, Tammie Powell . 
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FFA Members Front row, left to nght: Carne Newby, Steve Shafer, Erme Fields, Brian Anderson, Kelly Fields, Todd 
Anderson, TimKolb, Brett Anderson. Second row; Darren Brake, Michael Allen, Sue Jay, N1ta Long, April Bayless, Jason 
Wh1te, Roger Sm1th, Sean McConnell , Joe Adams, Dwaine Hodges, Richard Ferguson, John Robertson. 
FFA . • learning to do, doing to learn, 
learning to live, living to serve 
Brian Anderson is Star Chapter Farmer 
Winmng awards at the annual FFA 
banquet were: 
Ag electrification, Eric Munday. 
Ag mechanics, Eric Munday. 
Home and farmstead improvement, 
Steve Shafer. 
Outdoor recreating, Darren Brake. 
Soil and water management. Todd 
Anderson 
Turf and landscape management, 
T1m Kolb 
Fish and wildlife management, Todd 
Anderson. 
Forestry management, Todd 
Anderson. 
Forage crop production, Darren 
Brake. 
Specialty animal production, Joe 
Adams. 
Sheep production Carrie Newby. 
Poultry production, Sue Jay. 
Da1ry production, Brett Anderson 
Swme product1on, Bnan Anderson . 
Beef production, Bnan Anderson. 
Horse production, Steve Shafer. 
Fruit and vegetable production, Steve 
Shafer. 
Diversified livestock production, 
Brian Anderson. 
Extemporaneous speech, Eric 
Munday. 
Star greenhand, Darren Brake. 
Star Chapter Farmer. Brian 
Anderson 
Star Chapter Agribusinessman, Todd 
Anderson 
Poultry JUdgmg, Todd Anderson. 
Dairy cattle judging, Brian Anderson 
Livestock judgmg, Brian Anderson 
Creed contest, Shawn McConnell. 
Freshman scholarship, James Allen. -
Junior division, Ernie Fields. 
Senior division, Brian Anderson . 
..... ---- -
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FFA OFFICERS: left 
to right front row; 
John Brooks, ad-
viser: Ernie Fields, 
Vice President: 









Caney receives ~superior chapter' award 
The Caney FFA Chapter was 
a small but a very hard workmg 
group. Brian Anderson served as 
President, Ernie Fields served as 
V1ce President, Kelly Fields as 
Secretary. Todd Anderson as 
Treasurer, Steve Shafer as 
Reporter, Tim Kolb as Sentinel 
and Brett Anderson as 
Parliamentarian. 
various types of livestock judging 
contests . 
top salesman of blue jacket 
sausage in Missoun, Kansas and 
Oklahoma. 
Todd Anderson was the only 
member winning a district profi-
ciency award, which was in forest 
management. 
The chapter also received the 
superior chapter award. 
1 
Activities for the year were a 
donkeyball game, concessions, 
U selling Bluejacket sausage, and 
Highlights of the year were 
Brian Anderson winning 2nd in 
district livestock contest, Todd 
Anderson placed 9th in A team 
poultry, Justin Ernest placed 5th 
in B team poultry, Brian Ander-
son placed 3rd in state dairy 
judging and tied for first in state 
livestock judging. Darren Brake 
was awarded a horse for being 
The banquet this year featured 
hamburgers, lamb burgers and j 
pork burgers. 
FFA Adviser John Brooks hands out 
posters and ribbons to the winners of 
the FFA Week poster contest. 
Darren Brake, freshman. and the 3-year-old filly he won for being the 
FFA sausage selling champion in Kansas and Missouri Shawn McCon-
nel of Caney was the runner-up Darren is also a member of the Fawn 
Creek 4-H Club. 
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Back RoW' Secretary Jean Wiley, Treasurer Tract Howard and 
Stuco Yvonne Stephney Front row: President Cammte Chtsm, 




From left: Front row, Heather Haughn, Donna Ayers, Kristi Johnson, Yvonne Stephney, Jean Wiley, Traci Howard, Cammie Chism, 
Gina Fox and Christina Hannigan. Second row: Kim Nelson, Shawn Hueston, Kyla Scimeca, Jeana Tucker, Carrie Newby, Kim 
Russell, Julie Reitz, Teresa Click, Ginger FichU, Tammie Powell, Gina Carey, Tammy Hudson, Cheryle Sanders. Third row: Jill 
Christensen, Julie Schow, Stacy Robertson. Kelsey Robbins, Meg Rogers, Melissa Denny, Sherri Hockett, Sandra Perry, Shannon 
Haughn, Jenmfer Halligan, Ginger Nunneley and Monica Hueston. 
GAA wins Donkey Basketball game! 
This is the third year the FFA has held the 
donkey basketball game, and the GAA has 
been victonous every year. 
This year the GM members have worked 
hard at a few concession stands to earn 
money for extra's for the girls' athletic 
program. 
Jumors Donna Ayers and Johnny Robertson struggle tor 
the ball, dunng the donkey basketball game. 
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LETTERMEN leading CVHS athletics 
LETIERMEN left to right, first row· Craig Dobsch, Ray Blasi (holding Cory Metsker, sponsor Andy Metsker's son), Pat 
Phillips, Brian Anderson, J A Williams Second row (sitting on truck rail , from left) Nat Freisberg, Kelly Fields, J A Peter-
son, Travis Todd, Andy Allen , John Staton, Troy Newcomb, Ernie Fields, Kenny Hawthorne, Brad Bush, Greg Kelley, Ron 
Eden. Third row (silting on cab roof) Todd Anderson , Robbie Mason, John Robertson , Dean Campbell , Aaron Richey. Top 
row, from left, Vinnie Naccarato, Kerry Gorby, Bill Denny, Chris Dean, Charles Graham 
Lettermen Officers-front row from left, 
Craig Dobsch, Treasurer; Greg Kelley, 
President. Standing, Aaron Richey, Vice-
President; Vinnie Naccarato, Stuco; Andy 
Allen, Secretary. 
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FCA-First row, from left: Jill Chnstensen, Kristi Johnson, Jeana Tucker, Yvonne Stephney, Julie Reitz, Ricky Clark, Andy Taylor, 
Dean Campbell, Ernie Fields, J.R. Williams. Second row: Tracy Levan, Donna Ayers, Meg Rogers, Jennifer Halligan, Kelsey Rob-
bins, Kim Nelson, Ginger Fichtl, Teresa Click, Kim Russell, Cheryle Sanders, Carrie Newby, Craig McGee, Kelly Fields. Third row: 
Sandra Perry, Missy Shafer, Gina Gurley, Kendra Russell, Sherry Wa1ts, Tammy Powell, Monica Houston. 
Stac1 Robertson, Robbie Hindle, J.R. Peterson, Lane Strow, Shanna Haughn, Julie Schow, Veronica Staton, April Bayless, Em11y 









• • Fellowship Of Christian Athletes 
Six FCA members and two sponsors 
went to a mini-conference at Rock 
Springs Ranch When they arnved they 
registered and met with their huddle 
groups. Fun and Fellowship with between 
300 to 400 christians is what was done 
that weekend. The six CVHS students 
played games such as football , basket-
ball, volleyball and soccer. A guest 
speaker for the weekend was Madeline 
Mannign Mims, the Olympian from the 
USA She talked about witnessing while 
still competing 1n the half-m1le run and 
she also sang. 
Those members who went were: Julie 
Reitz, Kendra Russell , Kim Russell, all 
juniors, Donna Ayers, sophomore; Jen-
nifer Halligan and Meg Rogers, both 
freshman. The sponsors were M1ss 
Sharon Hunt, math teacher and Mrs. 
Sharon Knuth, biology teacher. 
The Fellowship of Chnst1an Athletics 
had a huddle meeting April 28 at Kim and 
Kendra Russell's house at 8 o'clock. 
Chips, cookies, pop and fellowship were 
enJoyed by all that attended The group 
discussed lesson 5 out of the " Total 
Release Training Camp" book that 
everyone rece1ved at an earlier meeting. 
Those who attended were Miss Sharon 
Hunt , sponsor, Julie Reitz , Jill 
Christensen, Kendra and Kim Russell , 
Juniors: Becky Rathbun, Donna Ayers, 
Emily Hollandsworth, Sophomores: and 
Jennifer Halligan, a freshman. 
Kim Russell commented, "Over all the 
meeting was real good, but I was disap-
pointed in the number of people who 
showed up. There should have been 
more students than eight." 
At the next meeting there will be a skit 
put on by those who attended the FCA 
mmi-conference. 







Back row: Greg Kelly, Todd Anderson, Ron Eden, Chris Dean, Ray Blasi, Pat Phillips, Kenny 
Hawthorne, J.R. Peterson 
Front row: Robbie Mason, Kerry Gorby, Charles Grayum, Troy Newcomb, Ernie Fields, Brian Ander-
son, Johnny Robertson, Vmme Naccarato, Craig Dobsch, Kelly Fields, J.R. Williams, Travis Todd, 
John Staton, Aaron Richey, Brad Bush, Nat Fre1sberg. 
Kays under the sponsorship of John 
Heady, th1s year agam treated aud1ences to 
the annual senior-faculty volleyball and 
basketball games. Money raised by Kays 
from these events will be used for service 
proJects in the future. In the past years, Kays 
have bought track trophy cases, trees for 
landscapmg and pennants for the gym. 
Brian Anderson: President 
J.R. Peterson: Vice President 
Greg Kelley: Stuco 
Craig Dobsch: SecretaryfTreasurer 
~o@ 
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Front Karla Babcock, Gmger Fichtl, T1m Kolb, Bill Denny, Charles Graham, Ron Eden, Traci Howard, Sonja Price, Doug Mellen, 
Les Moore, Gina Carey, Tammy Hudson, Robbie Hindle. 2nd Row-Heather Haughn, Becky Woodall, Tracy Powell, Chris Dean, 
Travis Todd, Teresa Click, Kns Carlile, Rebecca Ward, Melissa Barton, Chelsa Powell, Beth England, Missy Shafer, Gina Gurley. 
Back Row-April Bayless, Ginger Nunneley, Lori Roper, Monica Dewey, Chris Carter, Todd Anderson, Nat Freisberg, Dwaine Hodges, 
Will Kahre, Andy Taylor, Missy Barton Cheryle Sanders, Denise Bale. 
Caney Valley's 
PlaY.makers 
stage two hit productions 
It was a great season of entertainment for aud.ences who 
always enjoy offenngs of the Playmakers, school drama club 
The group staged two plays, " The Fore1gner" and "The 
Mousetrap". Both proved to be favontes and one, " The 
Fore1gner, " was the vehtcle that bought several high awards 
to the cast as they took a cuttmg on the one-act play contest 
circutt. 
Mrs. Kathy Faulkenberry's Playmakers also held their an-
nual Snowball, the htghlight of the w1nter social season. 
In the spring the annual awards dinner was held, and 
Playmakers honored those they had selected for top honors. 
(The w1nners are listed below.) 
And the 
Puly' of the Year - "The Foreigner" 
Best Actor - Brian Boyer, Charlie Baker 
Best Actress ... Gina Care)', Bett)' Meeks • w1nner 
is . .. 
Best Supporting Actor - Chris Carter, Elwrd imms 
B t upfmrting Actress- Denise Bale, Kathrine Simms 
Pla)'maker of the Year - Les Moore 
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Just a lovers' quarrel! 
"I think you are the killer!" 


















" Can you say BUUUSSSCCCHHH?" 
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SPANISH CLUB-Front row, from left: Cra1g McGee, Vmme Naccarato, Robbie Mason, Jean W1ley, Yvonne Stephney, Gmger F1chtl, 
Greg Kelley, Kyla Sc1meca Back row: Em1ly Hollandsworth, Charlene Spelhns, Mmda Black, Krystal (Walls) Barton, Karla Babcock, 
Chelle Sanders Teresa Click, Jill Chnstensen, Jeana Tucker, Trac1 Howard, Camm1e Ch1sm, Melissa Denny, Martm Gretzschtl. 
Viva el Club de Espaniol! 
Club plans for the future 
Because of the fores1ght of the Spanish 
Club 1n '86-'87. some students 1n the future 
wtll probably get to go to Mex1co to v1s1t. 
Club members this year, in a project with Art 
Club members, sold jewelry, and the pro-
ceeds w1ll stay 1n the club treasury to be us-
ed for future travel South of the Border. 
Span1sh Club Off cers are front row from left to nght G nger 
F1chtl V ce-Pres1dent Greg Kelley Pres dent bac row from 
left Jean W ley Treasurer and Yvonne Stephney Secretary 
0~ 
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Dr Mtke Salrm reads the rule boo as he 
prepares to Judge an event m the foren-
s cs tournament hosted b} the Cane 
Valley forens1cs team 
CVHS students now 
in National Forensics League 
Caney Valley High School has 
been granted chapter member-
ship m the Nat1onal Forensic 
League. Founded 1n 1925. the 
NFL is a speech honorary socie-
ty wh1ch is represented 1n 2200 
schools nationwide. Over 
643.500 students and teachers 
have gained membership in-
cluding former Vice-President 
Hubert Humphrey, newswoman 
Jane Pauley. actor James Dean. 
television star Art Linkletter. 
Senator Dav1d Boren. smger 
Bette Midler and actor Don 
Ameche. The League sponsors 
awards, based upon participation 
Forensics. 
and success in speech and 
debate events. It also sponsors 
d1stnct and national compet1t1on 
in cross-examination debate. 
Lmcoln-Douglas Debate Extem-
poraneous Speakmg, Onginal 
Oratory. Dramatic and Humorous 
I nterpretat1on and Student 
Congress. 
The Caney Valley Chapter 
opened w1th 18 members. Each 
member must qualify w1th points 
earned 1n tournament competi-
tion . The membership allows the 
Caney chapter the nght to par-
• • 
ticipate 1n the district tournament. 
The Flint Hills N.F.L d1stnct tour-
nament will be held in Coffeyville 
on Apnl 10 and 11 
Those plac1ng f1rst and second 
w1ll qualify for the N.F.L. national 
tournament 1n Oh1o in June 
The new members are Andy 
Taylor Anna Fre1sberg. Bill 
Cullins, Bnan Boyer. Chris 
Carter Nat Fre1sberg. Dav1d 
Stewart. Elame Brophy Geri 
Grayum, Jamie Evenson. Jean 
Pfalser, Jennifer Love, John 
Staton. Pam Ernest, Ron Eden, 
Sarah Knedlik. Teresa Cl1ck and 
W1ll Kahre. 
There are mne events m forenSICS but a person can enter 
only two of them A contestant takes part an three prehm1nary 
rounds and wmners enter the f1nals where they perform before 
three Judges In some tournaments there are as many as 40 
to 50 competitors m each event so 11 IS a h1gh honor to get 
to the top And that's JUSt what the Caney team members d1d 
many limes Mrs Kathy Faulkenberry IS coach. ass1s!ed by 
Ms Debb1e Buttel 
o99a 
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Art Club helps redecorate old house 
ART CLUB 
From left, front row· Chr s Dean, Kerry Gorby. G na Carey Troy Newcomb (kneeling), Wendy Price, Jennifer Love, Kyla 
Sc1meca, Robert Riggs. Second row Robbie Mason, Dwa1ne Hodges, Les Moore, Dean Campbell, Gene Mellen, Sonja 
Pnce, Monica Dewey, Shawn Ritter, Chns W1lson, R1ck Clark, and Heath James 
SonJa Pnce Troy Newcomb and Kevtn Mcintosh. three 
students from advanced art and members of Art Club. 
helped on remodeltng an old house at 5th and McGee tn 
Caney 
Art Club Sponsor - Chris Exline 
~ e" of A•l Club h.,e helped wo•k on !!\!!:!!-~ )J ~~:~elmg an old house. also they took a tnp to ~ 
W•ch•la to• an arl show AI the end of the yea.;;illllli~lhey  
p,an on gomg to Tulsa to have the" end-of-the-year 
party 
Front row: Pres1dent Les Moore, Vice Pres1dent 
Robbie Mason, and Treasurer Kerry Gorby. In 
front. Secretary Sonia Price 
'•. 
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Debaters take 1st at regionals; 
Carter, Cullins 3rd at state 
The 1986-87 debating season may be over and 
done w1th, but it will truly be a year to remember 
at Caney. 
Along with a very successful season. the 
debate squads of sen1ors Chns Carter and B1ll 
Cullins and sophomore Dav1d Stewart and JUnior 
Jam1e Evenson coached by Mrs Kathy 
Faulkenberry. had a f1rst place tie at the 4A 
Reg1onal Debate tournament 
Caney also had the only undefeated team 
(Chns and Bill) at the ent1re tournament. 
Caney's wm/loss record was 8 wms and 2 
osses w1th a total of 40 speaker pomts. Fredonia 
t1ed w1th Caney and G1rard followed w1th 6 wins 
and 4 losses w1th 47 speaker points 
Th1s qualified the teams for state competition, 
where Caney once agam came out ahead, plac-
mg third in the ent1re state in 4A competition . 
They attended the state tournament on Jan. 23 
and 24 m Salina. The Caney teams scores were 
8 wms and 6 losses w1th a total of 73 speaker 
pomts 
Coming in f1rst place at the tournament was 
Concordia w1th 11 wms and 3 losses with 61 
speaker pomts Scott City was second with 9 wms 
and 5 losses w1th 55 speaker points 
Commg in fourth was Fredonia, who rece1ved 
the proverbial pat-on-the-back. 
Southeast Kansas was extremely well 
represented on the state level. In class 1-23A, Pitt-
sburg/Colgan came in second place. In class 4A, 
Caney was third and in class SA Coffeyville took 
first. 
(By Pam Ernest) 
Debater Squad-From left Coach Kathy Faulkenberry. John Staton. Will Kahre Jam1e Evenson Andy Taylor Dav1d Stewart. 
Pfalser Chns Carter Bill Cul/ms Bnan Boyer. Anna Fre1sberg Nat Fre1sberg Sarah Knedlik 
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Forensics team earns 
11 trophies, 68 medals 
This year's forensics team has 
come a long way. Last year the 
team ended up w1th six troph1es 
and 48 medals. This year 1t has 
come up with 11 trophies and 68 
medals, an outstanding 
accomplishment. 
Part of the team went to state 
championships at Salina, where 
Bill Cullins and Chris Carter went 
into semi-finals, but no further. 
The others, Brian Boyer, Ron 
Eden, Andy Taylor, Anna 
Freisberg and Geri Grayum did 
not make it to the semi-final 
round but also had a successful 
year. 
Others went to Parsons for 
state festival, domg the1r p1ece 
one time for a 1, 2 or 3 rat1ng. Go-
Ing there were Jamie Evenson, 1n 
orat1on, a 1; Tammy Anderson, 1 
1n poetry; Nat Freisberg, 1 m pro-
se; Sarah Knedlik, 1 in mfor-
mative; Jean Pfalser, 1 1n 
dramatic interpretation; Teresa 
Click 1 in dramatic interpretation; 
Minda Black 2 in prose. 
Senior leadership was shown 
throughout the whole year and 
was very obvious when it came 
to medals. Four seniors led the 
way. Chris Carter led w1th 11 
medals, Bill Cullins was right 
behind with 10, Ron Eden receiv-
ed 9 and Bnan Boyer (a novice) 
had 8. These four sen1ors will tru-
ly be m1ssed next season. 
Others who also medaled were: 
Andy Taylor 4, Geri Grayum 4, 
Nat Freisberg 3, Jamie Evenson 
3, Sarah Knedlik 3, Teresa Click 
3, Jean Pfalser 2, Tammy Ander-
son 2, Anna Fre1sberg 2, John 
Staton 2, Will Kahre 1 and Min-
da Black 1. 
Also in forens1cs are Robbie 
Hindle, Kris Carlile, Rebecca 
Ward, David Stewart, Jennifer 
Love, Elame Brophy. 
11 
Trophies 
Forens1cs Squad L to A Front Row- Coach Kathy Faulkenberry; Geri Grayum, John Staton, Will Kahre, Andy 
Taylor, Jean Pfalser Kris Carlile, Teresa Click, Bill Cullins, Anna Fre1sberg. Terasa Hodges, Rebecca Ward . 
Middle row- Jam1e Evenson Dav1d Stewart, Robb1e H1ndle. Nat Freisberg, Minda Black, Sarah Knedlick. 
Back Row- Tammy Anderson , Chris Carter, Ron Eden, Brian Boyer. 
Not Pictured: Lynn Milliken, Jenn1fer Love, Elaine Brophy. 
o_9Il. 
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SENSATIONAL SOUNDS 
Freshman Kevm Cia percusstomst ts 
always ready to lend a helpmg hand 
when 11 comes to loadmg equtpment on 
the bus for the band. 
Some of the members of the h1gh school clarmet sect1on stn e a pretty pte· 
lure They are. from left to nght, front row, semor Jane George. sophomore 
Anna Fretsberg. Bac Row, JUntor KnstJ Johnson, reshman Nt kt Mason, and 
sophomore Tracy Levan 
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W1th coffee cup m hand, band dlfector 
Steve Gordon gets ready to load the bus to 
take the Semor H1gh band to Copan, OK 
for a parade. 
Chad Holtzman, saxophone player, 
cames h1s umform to the bus. 
'' Pride of Caney'' 
trut it Stuff 
at KU, Neewollah 
and tate fe ti val 
The CVHS Semor hrgh band had a very 
busy, e c•trng and rewardmg year rn 
1987 " The Pnde of Caney" marched rn 
parades at Elk Crty, Fredonra, Copan, 
Coffeyvrlle, Lawrence, Caney and 
Independence. 
Members of the precuss1on sect1on from left Kevm Clark, Justm Atkmson, Dustm 
PhillipS and Bron W1lf1ams pract1ce the drum cadence before the parade begms. 
At the Neewollah parade the band 
rece1ved a 2 rating rn street marchrng, 
Freid competrtron and color guard routrne. 
Besrdes the1r seven parade ap-
pearances, the marchrng Bullpups also 
performed frve halftime performances at 
home football games and one road ap-
pearance at Sedan. 
The hrghlight of the marchrng season 
was Sept 27 when 42 band members and 
8 color guard members partrcrpated rn the 
KU band day at Lawrence After marchrng 
rn the brg downtown parade, the Pup 
strutters JOrned 85 other bands at 
Memonal Stadrum for the brg haiHrme ex-
travaganza It was the ftrst trme m 8 years 
the Caney band had partrcrpated at the 
gala event 
Dunng the wrnter season the Pup pep 
band played at all home bas etball 
games as well as the sub-state tourna-
ment at Gtrard. 
Concert season started wrth the band's 
annual Chnstmas concert followed by a 
2 ratrng at state festrval at Rrverton. In 
May the CVHS band made rts hnal ap-
pearance of the year at rts annual spnng 
concert Ma mg therr last appearance 
wrth the band were Senrors, Brad Bush. 
Trumpet; Mrnda Blac , flute, Jane 
George clannet ; Cheryle Sanders, 
clannet and drum maJor. 
Drrector Steve Gordon hosted a 
recognrtron banquet for band members 
and parents on May 8 Underclass band 
members played the frnale at commence-
ment on May 17 
STATE BOUND!!! Members of the flute 
trio, from left, Julie Reitz, Lore Rawlins, Charlene 
Spellins. These girls received a I rating at district, 
qualifing them for state competition at Winfield, 
Ks. on April 25th. 
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Steve Gordon's singers . .. 
Ladies Only wins the 
big 'number one' 
at contest 
The Ladies Only and Touch of 
Class sing1ng groups have added a lot 
of enthusiasm and pnde to Caney 
High School. Both groups have been 
extremely busy this year. Ladies On· 
ly went to Independence to c~pete 
1n music competition where they 
received a superior rating, making 
them eligible to go on to state com· 
pet1t1on held m Winfield on Apnl 25 
Lad1es Only has performed before a 
number of groups. They went to Tyro 
to sing for senior cit1zens and they 
have also sung for the elderly at a 
Caney Rest Home. The group per-
formed for the S1gourneyan Club 
where they sang acapella . The group 
has also purchased new uniforms as 
worn by Becky Ward in the Ladies On-
ly picture. Members competed at Alta-
mont for distnct cho1r Only two made 
it th1s year, Kris Carlile and Becky 
Ward. Both Lad1es Only and a Touch 
of Class performed in the CVHS 
auditorium for the Christmas concert 
and spnng concerts Seniors m the 
group are Missy Barton, Jane George, 
Debb1e Metcalf and Becky Ward. Both 
groups are directed by Steve Gordon. 
Touch of Class pract1ces at 7:15a.m. 
each Thursday. 
Standing, front row, from left Debbie Metcalf, Julie Clinkscales. Second row: 
Brenda Mantooth, M1ssy Barton, Monica Hoyle Kristi Carlile. Third Row: Becky 
Ward, Jane George, Christy Sanders, Tammy Powell and Beth England. 
Choirs sing loud, stand proud 
TOUCH OF CLASS-Front row, from left Kelsey Robb1ns, Erme Fields, Andy Taylor, Teresa Click, Bridget Lavelle, Missy Barton, 
Becky Ward, Julie Clinkscales, Tim Kolb, Beth England. Back row· Krist1 Carlile, Tammy Powell, Debbie Metcalf and Jane George. 
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moment . .. 
High School 
Eighth Grade Officers , I to r: Tam1 Re1tz-Secretary, Nathan 
Lovelle-Pres1dent; Ed Paine-Student Counc1l ; Heather McBnde-
Treasurer; and (not p1ctured)-Jamie Orcutt-V1ce-Pres1dent. 
Sharawn Allen Brandon Anderson Jason Arm1tage Bret Barton 
Chns Barton Ashley Boggs Matt Bycroft Don Kendrick 
co 
GSo 
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Roy Brook Oav1d Brown Christy Burgess Justin Cannder 
John Carinder Stac1 Carson M1chael Ch1sm L1sa Clark 
Patti Evenson Shane Fields Robert Foulk Dustrn Frank 
Travis Fre1dline Mark Frye Son1a Galvan Kelly Grayum 
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Harry Hester Brad Hodges 
Ryan Kaqala Nathan Lovelle 
Shantayle McClure Kelly Mcintosh 
Derek Messner Warren Morrow 
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Miriam Murphy Lori Newby Ed Paine Brent Parker 
Michael Patchett Andy Phillips Phillip Points Steffanie Rackl iff 
• 
Tami Reitz Brandon Richey Eddie Rose John Rosson 
Mark Ryan Amanda Sanders El izabeth Sanders Brian Sewell 
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(From left) Harry 
Hester, John Rosson, 
Ed Paine show off 
for the 
Karon Smallwood 
Carla Tucker Shelly Vaughan 
Debbie Woodall 
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7th grade . .. 
back to 
the beginning 









Off1cers left to right· Amy Kahre, STUCO, Brad Sanders, 
Treasurer, Cory Williams, President, Scott Blas1 Vice President; 
M1chelle England, Secretary 
Mark Baker Shelly Barnes 
Laurel Black Cory Williams 
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Scott Blasi David Boles 
Can Bradford Danny Brown 
LeAnna Cox Tara Cozza 
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Joel Gaff Brandon Gay Eliza Hauer Don Hodges 
Jennifer Holeman Sandra Hollandsworth Brenda Hopkms Gala James 
' 
Ray Jones Amy Kahre Knstina Lee Mary Long 
/ 
• 
Jennifer Mattocks Nathan Mellen Anita Mills Erin Munday 
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Regina Nunneley John O'Sh1elds Julie Powell Melissa Price 
Tammy Rice Barbara Ritter Preston Robertson Chad Robertson 
Brad Sanders Lanny Seagraves M1ke Shafer Brook Short 
Ronda Songer Jul1a Teel Richelle Wagner Connie Ward 
oo 
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Neody, Eureka, Fredonia 
and Sedan are blanked by 
Bullpups 
Left to nght-Front Row Kelly Mcintosh, Bobby Young, Philip Pomts, Trav1s White. Kelly Grayum. Bobby Hawthorne, Preston 
Robertson, Nathan Lovell, Jeremy Berry, Mark Baker, Scott Blasi, Reese Fre1sberg 
M1ddle Row· Brad Sanders, Brandon Gay, Shane Fields, Shane Vernon, M1ke Hare, Warren Morrow, Dustin Frank, Roger Hawthorne 
(Manager), Aaron Smallwood. Brandon Anderson, Nathan Mellen. 
Back Row· Coach Chris Kastler, G W. Bowman, John Carinder, Ryan KarJala, Travis Freidline. Cory Williams, Mark Frye. Brad 
Hodges, Lanny Seagraves, Brandon R1ckey, Bnan Sewell and Coach Doug Jensen 
Mike Hare and Kelly Grayum get ready for action in a junior high game. 
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Junior Hieh football team 
has four shut-outs! 
Some comments 
from the coach 
This year's Junior High football team was the best bunch of athletes 
I've ever had the pleasure to work with. 
After we squeaked by Coffeyville I knew we had a good chance to 
go undefeated, but I had no idea we would completely dominate op-
ponents like we did. 
We scored 179 points to our opponents' 22. We had a very explosive 
offense that could score at any time. 
Our defense stifled the opponents and caused frequent turnovers. 
One team only ran 14 offensive plays against us the whole game. 
For Coach Doug Jensen and myself it was a pleasure to work with 
this talented group. I am sure they will give Caney football fans many 
thrills as the progress through their high school years. 
- Coach Chris Kastler 
Mark Frye, 8th grade, car-
ries the ball for yardage. 
Junior High 
Scoreboard 
Caney 8, Coffeyville 6. 
Caney 34, Chanute 16. 
Caney 34, Neodesha 0. 
Caney 30, Eureka 0. 
Caney 29, Fredonia 0. 
Caney 39, Sedan 0. 
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8th GRADE TEAM: 
Front row from left Christy Burgess, Heather McBnde, Carla Tucker, Heather Perkins Stntzke , 
Shelly Vaughan. Oebb1e Woodall. Back row, from left· Stac1 Carson, Stephanie Rackliff, Heather 
Staton. Mmam Murphy, Lon Newby, Shannon Yager, Qhantayle McClure, Tam1 Re1tz. Tracey Shaf-
fer. Mandi Sanders. 
8th grade girls end season 
with 3 close contests; win 4, lose 4 
The 8th grade girls' basket-
ball team finished the season 
even-up with 4 wins and 4 
losses. 
The last three games were 
thrilling ... and close! 
The Bullpups won over the 
Eureka Tornados by a mere 
one point, the fmal score being 
21-20. The game got off to a 
slow start, with Caney making 
16 of 1ts 21 pomts 1n the last 
half. Heather Perkins-Stritzke 
was the high scorer 1n that 
game with 5 pomts. 
In the next contest, the 
Fredonia YellowJackets 
defeated the 8th graders by 
only two points At the end of 
the first quarter, Caney had 4 
pomts, Fredonia 0 At the half 
it was Caney 12, Fredonia 1. 
o99Q 
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But the YellowJackets put the 
stmg on in the third quarter, 
and the game was tied 16-16. 
The final: 22-20, Fredonia's 
favor. Heather Staton was high 
scorer with 6 points. 
The last game brought 
sweet v1ctory to Caney and a 
chance for the 8th graders to 
sing "The Old Gray Mare" to 
Sedan. The game went into 
overtime, but the Pups won, 
26-24. 
The Pups JUmped out to the 
lead in the first period and 
maintained it until the fourth 
quarter when Sedan tied the 
game At the end of regulation 
play, the score was tied at 
20-all. In the overtime, the 
Pups prevailed, the f1nal score 
was 26-24. Shantayle McClure, 
w1th 11 pomts, was the leading 
scorer. 
Sharon Hunt was the team's 
coach. 
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8th graders do it again! 
Jr. high team wins league title 
Caney's 8th grade junior high basketball team, coached by stuart Holmes, chalked up some 
impresstve statistics for the season and came out at the top of the TVL league in the process. 
The team lost only one game, and that was to a tough Coffeyville team. The league vtctory 
followed a similar one in football. 
Individual Point Totals 
(Top Six) 
Brad Hodges 111 














Coach: Stuart Holmes; 
Assistant, Criss Davis 
Mark Frye 95 
Brandon R1chey 20 
Derek Messner 18 
Trav1s Fre1dllne 16 
Field Goal Percentages 
Brad Hodges 51o/o 
Dustin Frank 49% 
Mark Frye 48% 
Trav1s Fre1dline 33% 
Brandon Richey 28% 
Derek Messner 23% 
Free Throw Percentages 
Derek Messner 53% 
Brandon Richey 500;0 
Brad Hodges 41% 
Dustin Frank 41% 
Mark Frye 41 to 
Trav1s Freidllne 25°to 
Rebound Totals (Def. and Off.) 
Mark Frye 54 
Brad Hodges 53 
Trav1s Fre1dllne 25 
Dust1n Frank 18 
John Carinder 16 
Brandon Richey 14 
Average Game Statistics 
F1eld goals attempted : Caney 4 7, Opponent 41 
F1eld goals made: Caney 20, Opponent 17 
Free throws attempted: Caney 16, Opponent 13 
Free throws made: Caney 6.5, Opponent 4 
Game average pts.: Caney 47, Opponent 38 
8th Grade Scoreboard 
Caney 44 vs Sedan 37 
Caney 50 vs Neodesha 26 
Caney 51 vs Chanute 41 
Caney 50 vs Cherryvale 27 
Caney 47 vs Eureka 28 
Caney 48 vs Coffeyville 74 
Caney 45 vs Fredonia 35 
Caney 41 vs Sedan 33 
Front Row L to R; Trav1s White, Derek Messner, Bnan Sewell , Kelly Mcintosh , Dust1n Frank, Brandon 
R1chie , Jason Armitage, Mike Chism, Philip Points. Back Row; Coach Stuart Holmes, Shane Fields, 
Shane Vernon, Nathan Lavelle, John Carinder, Mark Frye, Travis Freidl ine, Roy Brook, Brad Hodges 
and Coach Criss Davis. 
o~~Q 
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7th graders begin basketball careers 
7TH GRADE GIRLS 
Front row, L to R; Gala James, Melissa Price, Tara Cozza, Becky Ferris, Kristina Lee, Regina Nun-
neley, Richelle Wagner. Back row; Sandra Holandsworth, Jennifer Mattocks, Cari Bradford, LeAnna 
Cox, Rhonda Songer, Tammy Burris, Shelly Barnes, Tamy Case, Amy Kahre. 
7TH GRADE BOYS 
Front row, L to R; Scott Blas1, Mark Baker, G.W. Bowman, Brad Sanders, Reese Freisberg, Mike 
Shafer. Back row; Coach Stuart Holmes, Brandon Gay, Cory Williams, Lanny Seagraves, Lee Burge, 
Enn Munday, Jeremy Berry, Joel Gaff, and Coach Criss Davis. 
o~Q 
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SHOW 
AND TELL 
Jun1or Kayettes cluster around 
the desk of their sponsor, Mar-
thena Draper, to show her their 
favorite childhood doll or stuffed 
an1mal. The girls enjoyed bring-
mg the1r keepsakes to show their 





lm looking forward to going to 
junior high school. 
I'm excited and a little nervous. 
Somehow all the kids seem to like it, 
but they love telling horror stories 
about what goes on there. 
My parents are the ones who are 
really nervous. 
If they ask me once more if I'm 
scared, I think they'll 
convince me that I am. 
Instead of one room a day 
I now have eight. 
If I couldn't please one 
teacher, how can I satisfy you all7 
(Repflnted from 
" Love Me When I'm Most Unlovable " 
By Robert R1cken) 
I can't even find your room. 
I'm lost. 
My God, I found the room and I 
Don't know which seat is mine. 
Homework in every subject. 
Tell me what to do first. 
Which is more important? 
Each teacher says his subject is. 
How can I be organized 
when I can't even remember my schedule? 
I'm comfortable in a school 
with strict rules. 
If I went to a school without rules, 
I'd get the feeling no one cared. 
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The 1986-87 JR HIGH WRESTLERS ARE: 
Front row· Trav1s White. Nathan Mellen, CurtiS Evans, Bobby Young 
M1ddle row Kelly Grayum, Mark Baker, Roger Hawthorne, Scott Blasi, G W Bowman. 
Back row: Shane F1elds, Warren Morrow, Ryan KarJala, Nathan Lovelle . 
Nathan Lovelle, 8th grader, takes advantage of the Situation as he gets near a wir.. 
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Chanute and Fredonia 
Columbus and Seneca 
Caney Invitational 






Th1s year's JUnior h1gh wrestl-
mg team has to go down as the 
best so far. Not only d1d the 
team get more wms than any 
others but part1C1pat1on grew 
tremendously. We had a w1de 
vanety of talent, from raw 
beg1nners to tested veterans. 
We were m every duel and 
would have won our JUniOr h1gh 
tournament 1f team scores 
were kept. Ron Wade d1d an 
excellent JOb m h1s f1rst year as 
a coach's a1de . You can look 
forward to these wrestlers' suc-
cesses in future years 

































All in all, it was a pretty good year for the junior 
high golf team Chanute led the league consistent-
ly, but for second and third places, there was 
always a dogfight, with the Bullpups capturing 2nd 
place medals twice. 
The year started out a little slow, but by the time 
of the Jayhawk-Linn and Garnett meets, the Pups 
were in champion form. 
Individually, the top three junior high golfers 
were Chad Holtzman, Todd Millemon and Justin 
Atkinson. 
What was especially nice about earning 2nd at 
Jayhawk/Linn was that the course, Sugar Valley, 
is in pro-condition and is considered the most dif-
ficult course in the league. Another nice thing 
about the season was the team's size; 20, the 
largest team in the league. 
The golfing Pups were coached by Chris 
Kastler, who took the team to five meets-Caney 
Valley, Chanute, lola, Jayhawk/Linn, and 
Garnett -(Edward Pame) 
• 
1st row from left, Nathan Mellen, Mark Baker. 2nd row, from left, Chnstina Lee, Edward Paine, Kelly Grayum, Brandon 
Gay, Heather Perkins-Stntzke 3rd row, from left, Ryan Kaqala, Todd M1llemon, Chad Holtzman , Just1n Atkinson , Cor-
bin Cowan (Not p1ctured) Jody Baker, Matt Brewer, Bobby Hawthorne, Bobby Young, Reese Fre1sberg, Joel Gaff, 
G W. Bowman, Lee Burge 
0~ 
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3 in a row . .. ChamQs tracksters take TVL title to add to 
football, basketball league honors 
Standmg. left to right Shane Fields, Shane Vernon, Mark Frye, Brandon Richey, John Carinder, Brad Hodges, Nathan 
Lovelle, Dustm Frank Sitting, Travis Wh1te Scott Blasi, Cory Will iams, Justm Cannder, Jason Arm1tage. 
Track team was never defeated 
during junior high career 
The eighth grade boys finished as TVL champions in track 
and field to add to their championships in basketball and foot-
ball as well. In track they were undefeated (12-0) throughout 
their Jr. High career Coach Stuart Holmes said "The 
coaching staff is proud of the dedication to excellence that 
th1s group of young men have shown. They are a good bunch 
of athletes. We look forward to these athletes working toward 
new goals in their high school years." 
Caney track, March 31 , 1st place, 92 potnts. 
Caney, April 7th, 1st place, 74 pomts (8th grade) 25 points (7th grade) . 
Fredonia, April 21st. 1st place, 71 points (8th grade) 4th place, 22 points (7th 
grade) 
Cherryvale, April 23rd. 1st place, 8th grade (81 points) 3rd place, 30 pomts 
(7th grade). 
Caney, April 28th. 1st place. 8th grade (82 points) 3rd place, 23 pomts (7th 
grade). 




56-1st place finishes 
33-2nd place finishes 
25-3rd place finishes 
TVL RESULTS 
Meet May 5, 1987 at Fredonia 
8th grade boys 
880 yd relay 1st. 1 58.40 Brandon R1chey, Shane 
F1elds Nathan Lavelle , Trav1s White 220 yd dash, 
Dust1n Frank. 1st. 26.80. 100 yd dash, Frank, 1st, 
11 .70 440yd. dash. Frank. 1st, 1:1 20 High jump, 
Mark Frye, 1st. 5'4". Medley relay, 2nd. 1'53.0, 
Lavelle, John Cannder. Shane Vernon , Frye Pole 
vault, R1chey 2nd. 7'6' . Long Jump, Frye, 
2nd 16'111/2' ' 880 yd run . Vernon. 3rd, 2:30.90. 
M1 e run, White. 3rd, 5:50. 440 relay 3rd . 58 10, 
Jason Armtage, Cannder. Vernon. R1chey. Shot put, 
Lavelle, 3rd . 3753;• D1scus. Fields, 3rd , 114'10" 
7th grade 
H1gh JUmp, Cory Williams. 2nd 5' Hurdles. Williams, 
2nd 15 60. 100 yd . dash Scott Blas1 , 3rd , 13 20. 
880 yd . run, Williams. 3rd 2 36.0 
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1st row, from left, Tara Cozza, Carla Tucker, Heather Staton, Christy Burgess, Gala James, Heather McBnde, Mtchelle 
England. 2nd row, from left, Sandra Hollandsworth, Becky Farris, Tamy Burris, Shantayle McClure, Staci Carson, 
Amanda Sanders, Cari Bradford. 3rd row, from left, Steffanie Rackliff, Tami Reitz, Barbara Ritter, Tami Case, Ashley 
Boggs. (Not pictured; Karon Smallwood) 
Junior high track team • 1n busy season 
Tri-Valley League Results 
May 5, Fredonia Track 
8th grade girls 
Mile run, Steffanie Rackliff, 1st, 6:55 
Mile run, Staci Carson, 5th, 7:26 
880 yd. relay, Caney, 2nd, 2:9.10 
Shot put, Karon Smallwood, 1st, 25'9" 
Discus, Karon Smallwood, 1st, 71 '7112" 
High jump, Carla Tucker, 3rd, 4'2". 
Hurdles, Carla Tucker, 2nd, 10:60 
Hurdles, Heather Staton, 5th, 10:70 
Hurdles, Shantayle McClure, 6th, 10:80 
880 yd. run, Heather McBride, 5th, 3:17.40 
Medley relay, Caney, 3rd, 2:15.40 
7th grade girls 
Shot put, Tami Case, 4th, 22'8112" 
Discus, Barbara Ritter, 4th 55'9" 
Long jump, Tamy Burris, 4th, 12'1" 
440 relay, Caney 4th 
440 yd. dash, Tara Cozza, 5th, 1 :21.80 
880 yd. run, Gala James, 1st, 3:1.70 
880 yd. run, Sandra Hollandsworth, 3rd, 
3:7.60 
Coaches: Robin Rolls, Andy Metsker 
Jr. high girls track 
SCOREBOARD 
March 31 , Caney track, 2nd place, 50 pts. 
April 7, Caney track, 1st place, 60 pts. 
April 21, Fredonia track, 4th place, 34 pts. 
May 3, Caney track, 3rd place, 36 pts. 
Tri-Valley league 
Meet Standings 
8th grade girls 
Neodesha, 121 pis. 
Cherryvale, 73 pis. 
Caney, 72 pis 
Fredonia, 42 pis 
Sedan, 41 pis 
Eureka, 25 pis 
7th grade girls 
Neodesha, 132 pis. 
Sedan, 85 pis 
Cherryvale, 64 pis. 
Fredonia, 37 pis. 
Caney, 34 pis 
Eureka, 3 pis 
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Jr High chorus First row from left to right Melissa Price, Ashley Boggs, Dana Ferrell. Kristi Evenson, Jennifer Mattocks. Tamy 
Case, Tam1 Reitz, Stac1 Carson, Julie Teel, Shelly Vaughan. 2nd row; Tara Cozza, Michelle England, Heather McBnde, Sabnna 
Barriger, Ronda Songer, Connie Ward, Laurel Black, Anita Mills, Carla Tucker, Steffame Rackl iffe, Heather Staton 3rd 
row; Teresa Mellen, Liz Sanders, Kelly Grayum, Chad Jones, Kelly Mcintosh, Ryan Karjala, Brandon Anderson , Meggm 
Mellen. 
Volunteers sing in junior high chorus 
Members of the junior high vocal 
department went to Fort Scott April 11 to 
participate in the state music festival. 
The chorus, girl 's group and soloists 
competed. The girls received a 2 plus 
rating for their performance of "In-
chworm" and " The Secret. " The chorus 
also received a 2 plus for the songs 
" That 's What the Devil Said " and " Tur-
tle Dove. '' 
The group is comprised of 7th and 8th 
graders, and they sing during their P.E. 
hour on Tuesdays and Thursdays. It is 
strictly a volunteer group. The chorus is 
under the direction of Steve Gordon. 
They also performed for the spring con-
cert in the CVHS auditorium on May 15. 
.o~ 
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Jun1or H1gh Band: front row from left : Tam1 Reitz. Heather Staton, Heather McBride, Steffan1e Rackliff, Theresa Mellen, Laurel Black, Amy 
Kahre. Barbara R1tter. 2nd row: Randy Wade, Ed Paine, Ashley Boggs, Staci Carson. Lori Newby, Michelle England, Knst1 Levan. Nathan 
Mellen 3rd row· Kelly Mcintosh, Reese Fre1sberg, Brandon Gay, Phillip Points, Ryan Kaqala, Brandon Anderson. Joel G.af , Mike Shafer, 
John O'Sh1elds. 4th row: Lee Burge, Nathan Lavelle, Brad Sanders, Matt Bycroft. Kelly Grayum. R1chey Barriger, David Boles. Jeremy 
Berry Jason Armitage Enn Munday 
Steve Gordon's 
Jr. High Band. 
~th grade band member Ed Paine says. "Hey guys, get over 
here and get your pictures taken " In the back are band 
members. from left, Barbara Ritter Stac1 Carson and Kelly 
Mcintosh. 
Kelly Grayum, playmg the bantone, and Amy Kahre, playing 
the flute, hit every note in tune as they march down the street 
in the Neewollah children's parade in Independence. 
oWL. 
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A busy bunch . .. 
Listed are a number of things that the JUnior h1gh band 
members did this year. 
1. They marched in the Neewollah children's parade at 
Independence. 
2. Marched with the high school band during halftime of 
a football game. 
3 They marched in the Coffeyville and Caney Chnstmas 
parades 
4. Performed at Fredonia for the TVL festival. 
5 Performed at a Christmas concert held in the CVHS 
auditorium 
6 Spnng mus1c contest at Fort Scott. 
7. Spnng band concert held in CVHS auditoo~um May 17 
8. Volunteers marched 1n Caney for the Memonal Day 
Parade. 
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Junior Kayettes help host conference 
Back Row: Heather Perkins-Stritzke, Heather McBride, Pattie Evenson, Laura Smith, Heather Staton, Carla 
Tucker, Theresa Mellen. 
Front Row: Amy Kahre, Lori Newby, Ashley Boggs, Tami Reitz, Sharawn Allen , Shelly Vaughan. 
Jun1or Kayettes and the1r sponsor. Mar-
thena Draper. have had a busy year Here IS 
a part1al list of some of the1r act1v1t1es· 
September 
Western Days Helped w1th the ail-day 
drawmg Carned s1gns for the K1dd1e Parade 
Remembenng teachers on their birthdays 
(throughout the year) 
Bulletm board display of JUnior h1gh 
students m the news (all year) 
Campbell's Soup labels for Capper's Foun-
dation (all year) 
Conference plannmg 
October 
Tnck or treat for UNICEF. 
Sold Bullpup Jewelry 
Hosted Area II Reg1onal Kay-Kayette 
Conference 
November 
Lmcoln Carn1val (cafetena help) 
Lifesavers to honor roll students 
December 
Served barbeque sandwiches pnor to 
Christmas Parade 
Chnstmas g1ft exchange. 
Sacked Chnstmas candy for Lmcoln 
Memonal students 
Sold chances on a stuffed " Chnstmas 
Bear" (money goes to send preSident to 
camp) 
Workers at the Chnstmas Boo Fa1r 
Kay-Kayette Cit1zensh1p Week: Locker 
decorations for Chnstmas Collected canned 
goods for the needy. Club meetmg (dress-up 
day and played the " Fnends" game) Dona-
tion to CROP DonatiOn to Ronald McDonald 
House 
Apnl 
En,oyed bemg " bunny pals" and had a 
" stuffed bunny" drawmg 
Book Fa1r helpers m the l1brary 
Had an mformal breakfast for teachers 10 
the lounge (muffms. JUICe , coffee) 
May 
Talent show at Caney Nursmg Center 
" Spnng Fling" at Washmgton Par Mall , 
Bartlesville· 
Programs 
Nov - Favonte doll or stuffed an1mal 
Dec - Chnstmas g11t exchange 
Jan - Mrs Wayne Ferguson of Caney 
Nurs1ng Center 
Feb. - " Fnends" game and smgmg. 
March - Baby descnplions and 
" categones" game 
Apnl - Forens1cs demonstratiOn. 
Back Row: Regina Nunneley,Eiiza Hauer, Chnstv Burgess, Steffanie Rackliff, Leanna Cox, Brenda Hopkms, Miriam Murphy, 
Knsti Rackliff.Rachel Jones, Debbie Woodall . 
2nd Row Jennifer Mattocks, Ronda Songer, Connie Ward, Krist1e Evenson, Anita M1lls, Shannon Torson. Knstina Lee, Tami 
Case, Gala James, Michelle England 
3rd Row: Sandra Hollandsworth, Julie Powell, Sabrina Barriger, Staci Carson, Mary Long, Barbara Ritter, Cari Bradford, 
Jennifer Holeman, Tara Cozza Melissa Price. 
4th Row: Meggin Mellen, Dana Ferrell , R1chelle Wagner, Becky Farris, Shelly Barnes, Tracy Shaffer, Patt1 Evenson, 
Heather Perkins-Stritzke, Amy Kahre, Theresa Mellen 
Front Row· Sharawn Allen, Carla Tucker Heather Staton, Lori Newby, Ashley Boggs, Tami Reitz, Shelly Vaughan, Laura Smith, 
Heather McBnde, Mrs Draper. 
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Bottom row, left to nght Stac1 Carson, STUCO, Teresa Mellen, President, Cari Bradford, V1ce PreSident, M1chelle England. Shelly Vaughn, Treasurer. 
Rachelle Wagner. Second Row, standmg, Carla Tucker, s1ttmg, Heather Staton, Steffame Rackliff , Chnsty Burgess. Manam Murphy, Ronda Songer. 
Christma Lee, Anita M1lls . Standing. Shannon Yager. Third Row, standing, Heather Perkins·Stntzke, sitting, Eliza Hauer, Amanda Sanders, Shantayle 
McClure, Regma Nunneley, Barbara Ritter,Dana Ferrell, standing, Ashley Boggs. Fourth row, standmg, Heather McBnde, Jason Armitage. Sponsor. Mrs. 
Pam Busch, Tamy Burns, standmg, Tam1 Reitz. 
Junior High Pep Club goes 
with team to football games 
The junior high pep club were especially busy during football season. Members sat as a group at 
home games and they also rode the spirit bus to Fredonia, Cherryvale and Coffeyville for away games. 
During the winter the club sponsored a junior high dance in the school cafeteria. Les Moore and Troy 
VanManen were disc jockeys. Pop and chips were served. 
Mrs. Pam Busch is sponsor of the club. 
From left, Shelly 
Vaughn, Teresa 
Mellen, and Ronda 
Songer work hard 
on a sign to boost 
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Congratulations, 
Seniors 
Mo .. eland 
Builde .. s 




Pratt & Lambert Paint 
Quality Materials 







502 North McGee 
Caney, Ks. 
Phone 316-879-515 8 
Fine Dry Cleaners 
& 
Uniform Rental Inc. 
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OTASCO 
Associate Store 
A "Service Plus" 
Store 
Anthony and Peggy Smith 
OWNERS 
105 West Fourth 






4th & H1gh 
Caney, Ks. 
PH. 979-2611 Caney Valley Historical Society 
Robert Mason, DDS 
Chester Marsh, DDS 
Hill's Insurance 
Pizza Hut 
G ifford-LaF orge 
McClure's Implement 
Roger Burch, O.D. 
Lou's Heating and Air 









Make Wheeler Your Dealer 
401 W. 4th Caney, Ks. 




Highway 75 South 




Test drive our new mini vans 
PAINT & BODY SHOP 
Fifth & Spring 






~ Residence: 316-879-2520 
~ 728N. Wood 




1000 Hall St. 
Coffeyville, Ks. 67337 
PH. 251-6820 
D~ o\.:2V 
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CllNEY 
HllRDWilRE 













1509 West 8th 
Coffeyville 
Business Phone 316-251-3730 
Res·. Phone 316-251-1554 
Large Selections, Low Prices 
BUY -SELL-TRADE 
Always A Large Selection of 
Late Model Cars & Trucks 
To Choose From 
For A Good Deal, 
See Danny or Bill! 
~~=-~ 
P.O. Box 343-200 North Foreman Caney 
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HZE ll FARM SERVICE 
600West4th Ph. 879-2421 
Caney, KS 6733.'3 
CANEY FOOD BANK 
Custom Processing & Retail Sales 
Guaranteed Beef & Pork Sold 
By Side, Quarter, Individual cuts, also 
Owners 
201 S. Spring Sonny & Edith Hamlin 
316-879-5177 918-944-3233 









FIRST FEDERAL SAVINGS AND LOAN 
ASSOCIATION 
COFFEYVILLE AND CANEY 
EIGHTH AT MAPLE 
COFFEYVILLE, KS. 
FIFTH & MCGEE 
CANEY, KS 
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CONGRATULATIONS, 
SENIORS! 
We at Coffeyville 
Community College 
wish you all the 





Eighth & Willow 
Coffeyville, KS. 
It IS the pol•cy of Collcyv11 Com~n.~mty Col oge 10 nol d " , , '"" on the basiS of sox color race rei g•on nallonal ongu' or hand cap 
•n 11s admiSsion pohc s. educallon programs act•v•t s or emplOyment pohc s as reQulfed by Fed roland Stat aws and r gulat•on 









310 East Second Caney 
Phone 879-2246 
Graduation Announcements 
Balfour & Artcarved Class Rings 
Bridal Registry 
{or all brides to be 
Beautiful gifts 

















P.O. Box293 228 West 9th 
Coffeyville, Kansas 
J & S Cafe 
West 4th Street - Caney 
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Photographs by 
2448 S.E. Washington Blvd. 
Suite B 
Bartlesville, OK 74006 
918-335-1980 
209 West 4th 
Caney, Kansas 
Tile Rei Maple 
610 North McGee-Caney, Ks. 
Phone 879-5431 
NEIGHBORS TO THE BULLPUPS! 
(Just South of the High School) 
Bud and Lila Leonard 
Owners 
COFFEYVILLE, KANSAS 
Town and Country 
Supermarket 
101 East Fourth 
Caney, Ks. 
Always a Bullpup Booster! 








P.O. Box 36 
caney, Ks 
879-5811 













We lcve watchmg Caney Valley Bullpups march 10 the band, 
play football, debate, play basketball, act 10 plays, wrestle, 
swmg flags, smg songs, JUdge hvestock, lead cheers, run 
cross country, play goll, and do all the thmgs Bullpups do 
to make us proud 
Owners: 
Jake and June Freisberg 
(Two old former Bullpups) 








8th & Buckeye 
Coffeyville 
Ph. 251-4300 










Congratulations to All 
God Bless You 
128 West 4th 
Caney 
Ph. 879-2157 
Richard F. Cole, M.D. 
125 W. 4th 
Caney , Ks. 67333 
Best wishes to Graduatine Seniors 
and a sPecial thanks to all 




-HickorY Smoked Ribs 
-Barbeque Sandwiches 
-fried Chicken 
OPen 24 Hours 
HWY. 75 
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STORE 





appreciates your support 
Caney Casuals .1 
'• 




200 w. 4th 
GO! 
BULLPUPS!! 










204 W. 4th - Caney - 879-5402 
If you haven't already 





Orders taken in Room 8 
$8 (half payment) 
$16 (full payment) 
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.), em' cm/1 ) c,r,•n/a) } ou 
coddled up And h·iln,,/ tor 
h.Jian, ,. on ffi) knee. } our ht: 
oft <'\ c- 'o lull of lo1·,•-And 
<~-hn ' c>n/1 /on• from mt•. 
l\'o11 I'! ) <'ar- ha1·c ru,h,\1 on 
h . 'a lcanmg no11 -1 ou 
'tan,/ ere, r. Rue f,,g 'otr t'\t'' 
,nJJ ho11 th.Jt /on• rh.u I ,,, 
clwnUu/11 ,1,' cpc. 
Gr;mdma 
Be t \Vi he Alway 
Love, Grandma 
Congratulations, Pat! 
\X' c 're pmud of you. Any 
direction you rake, our love 




















Thank for all 
the -mile , 
the one- rou gave 
and the one 
you brought. 
We love you, 
Dad, Mom, 
Connie and Brad 
Congratulations! 
Love, 
Mom and Dad 
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Congratulation., to 
our No. 1 ·on! 
Mar God always 






Robbi and Beau 
To a loving on, who we are very proud of. 
Love, 
Mom, Dad and }ayme Dawn 
"Oh cow, 
I finally made it." 
Congratulation , paz. 
The Bale triangle i now complete. 
Love ya' bunche , 
Dad, Mom, Angie and Pam 
Look out world! 
Here HE come ! 
Good Luck, Ray! 
Our love, 
Dad, Mom, Greg, 
cott and Kn tJe 
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CONGRATULATIONS!!! 
Love Mom and Dad 
Karla, 
You have trulr come a long 
\\ay, baby! Keep on miling 
,mJ reachmg out! We wish 
you the very best in achieving 
all of your goals in the future. 
\Ve're proud and we love you, 








We know you 








God love YOU, 
and o do we.'' 
Love, 
Mom and Dad 




































Layne & Shannon 
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Congratulation ! 
Love, Mom and Dad 
Brad, 
From a ntne puund bundle, 
To a fine voung man. 
\Ve're a proud of you now 
A~ \H~ were then. 
Ketp up the good work 
m all that you do. 
For \\C wdl alwa\~ be there 
hc1cking you. 
Love, Mom, Dad, 
Tere a, Gregg and Familie 
ongrawlathms, 
Cmig! 




Lcn·e, Mom, Dad, 
Christy and \Vendy 
jane, 
\'Ve're so proud of yuu! All ot our l<l\'C goe~ with 
you and "Don't forger tl call." 
Love, Mom and Dad 
The Kane~Kan taff 
appreciate 
the ,upport of 
the familie 
remembering their grad 
with a "baby ad" 
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t~fl}Jl 
To P.un, 
I \\ clllt ) Oll to kd trc?~ to 
gnm .mJ ch.mge and to 
folio'' lit~\ p.1rh. kno'' ing 
t h::u I lo\'c? you fur '' ho you 
Jr~ .mJ '' h.tt ) ou .ue. 
Love, Mom 
And Btg Ern 
Cflhu'J 
Yli{(}on 
W e're proud 
of you! 
W c wi h you G od' ble, ing in 
all that you J.o tn the future. 
O ur love and be-,t wi he are 
\\ ith r ou. 
Your Fam ily 
Tracy and ~tKy, 
/hac// -
//lac// 
, :f>o u~~ { { 
The two of you have alway ... been 
there to mah u.., ..,mile and ru hring 
us harp me::- . \Y/ e wish you the very 
he .... r in the future. 
Ll)\'1.: from 
Your Family 
THE ART OF UCCE 
Th~r~ ar~ no ~crLt ' 'll.C~"· Su..:c~ ' ' Juuog 
th~· thmg' }OU know you 'houlJ do. _ucc~ 1 not 
domg th~ thmg' \OU kno" ~ou houlJ not do 
_ucce,, '' n t lumteJ to an~ on~ ar~a of \Our ht~. It cncom· 
ra"~ all of the facer- of wur rdanon· 
htp: a a par~·nt, a' a "1f~ or hu,ban I, ' mzcn, 
nctghbor, \\ork~r ami all of rh~ other . 
Succe" '' dt' o\'Cnn~ }Our !-c,t talent , 'ktll • nd 
bthttc and arrl~ mg th~m "here rhe} ''all mJk~ rhc 
mo't dfeut,·c contnbunon ro ~our fdlo\\ men. In 
the word of Longi~Jio,\ It 1 "Jom • \\hat ~ou Jo ''ell, 
<JnJ Jom~ well what~\'Cr }OU Jo." 
::Succ~" '' nm~t\ ·nm~ perc~nt m~nr.tl .till tuck•. lr 
call, for lo\'~. JO~, O( tunt,m, C< nhJ~nce, cr~ntt\, 
p<me, faith, courag~. cheertulnc", tm,tgtndtl< n, 
mmatl\·e, roler.mce, h<>n~'ty, humthtv, p.ltlcncc 
.mJ cnthu,, htn 
Su '~" " h,,, m • the cour.tgc 10 meet f.ulurc w nhout 
b~mg Jcf,·atcJ. 
Succc ' '' not >~rrl\ mg at rhc 'umrmr of a muunt.un 
, ' il !mal d~'rmanon. lr 1> a contmumg up" <trJ 
'l'r.tl of pro ·r~ '· It " r~rpctu, I gru\Hh. 
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(kol' a fan) An inscription at 
the end of a book, giving facts 
about its production 
Volume 67 of the Kane-Kan, yearbook of Caney Valley High 
School, was printed by Josten's of Topeka and the cover color is 
blue shadow with white and silver foil. The silk screen Bull up emblem 
mascot was designed by art teacher Chris Exline. End pages are 
soft blue in color and pages are printed on 80-pound gloss stock. 
Process color is used on eight pages, and the rest are black and 
white. The type was set by Kopco of Caney, and that firm furnished 
the many type faces used in the book; however, the basic type design 
is Triumvirate. 
Layout design and composition, or paste-up, was done by 
members of the yearbook production class. 
Photography of underclass individuals, many of the senior por-
traits, royalty, and school organizations was done by Doyal's Studio 
of Independence. Most of the other photos were by Kane-Kan 
photographers. 
Individual copies of the '87 edition were sold for $16 each, and 
290 books, each containing 188 pages, were printed. 
Publication costs were financed by the sale of advertising to 
business firms, page space to school organizations, sale of the book 
itself and concession projects. 
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By Gina Carey, editor 
The Staff 
Gina Carey ................... . ... . Editor 
Dwaine Hodges . . . . . . . . Business Manager 
Tammy Hudson . . ...... Circulation Manager 
Todd Anderson . . . . . . . . . . ... Photographer 
Monica Dewey ............ Sr. Section Editor 
Staff Members 
Cheryl Miller, Jane George, Eric Munday, 
Lynn Milliken , Steve Shafer 
Adviser 
Mrs. Joan Paine 
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